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What the critics said about ‘The Hunt For Samantha’



“This is a racy tale with plenty of gothic horror ... a compulsive read. A real page turner”
(Storybooks)



“The plot shifts and swerves with umpteen corners and shut doors” (Tearaway Magazine)



“... a very tense life or death race which will hold the reader absorbed to the end. A well
written, well-sustained mystery novel for teenagers” (Well Read)

What this story is about
Scott Wilson gets a double shock when he suddenly learns he’s adopted and has a
twin, Samantha, stolen at birth from their dying mother’s bedside. Is his missing sister
dead… and buried? Or is she still alive?
Obsessed with finding the truth, Scott rejects his adoptive parents and hits the road.
Along the way he meets Lauren, a feisty hitchhiker with her own quest – to break a grim
cycle of unloving foster families and find a permanent home.
Together, they start to unravel the past, but there’s another shock in store. Someone
else is looking for Samantha… someone who wants her dead!
For Scott and Lauren, the hunt for Samantha now becomes a life-or-death race against
the clock as the book hurtles towards an unexpected climax.
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Chapter One: The Past
The big man elbowed his way through the wet, clinging bush as the rain continued to
pour down. His shirt and overalls were soaked and his curly red hair lay in a solid mass
against his forehead.
Despite the darkness, his footing was sure on the sodden earth.
The lifeless bundle in his arms seemed small by comparison with his enormous frame. It
was completely covered by a sheet. Except for a leg, which stuck out, brushing the wet
foliage.
The man pushed on, groaning softly, brushing aside branches, heading for the spot
where he’d left the shovel.
As he arrived, he lowered the bundle to the ground and started to dig. The ground,
already soft, parted easily and his strong arms made short work of the task.
When the hole was big enough, he stepped into it and slid the sheet and its contents
over the edge. He lowered them carefully, tenderly, to the bottom, as if trying not to inflict
further damage.
Tears poured down his child-like face as he climbed out and began filling in the hole. All
the while, the rain continued to drum down, mixing with his tears.
As he leaned down to pat the last of the dirt and clay into place, something slipped out
of his shirt pocket, but he was too distressed to notice.
Without looking back, he dropped the shovel and walked into the night.
The object he’d left behind - a baby’s identification bracelet - lay where it fell, on top of
the new grave.
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Chapter Two: The Present
‘Why didn’t anyone tell me? Why?’
Scott Wilson stared at the piece of paper he’d found, minutes before, in the basement.
His ice-blue eyes burned as he scanned it, again and again, praying he’d misread it the first
time. It couldn’t refer to him. Impossible. But even as his mind denied it, he knew it was true.
All of it.
In the last few minutes, his carefully organised world had come crashing down around
him. His hands trembled and the colour drained from his face. He felt sick.
‘We wanted to tell you,’ said Barbara Wilson.
‘When, Mum?’ Scott demanded, his voice rising. ‘When?’
‘Don’t use that tone of voice with your mother,’ said Harvey Wilson. At times like this,
Scott’s father sounded like the school principal he was.
‘According to this, Dad, she’s not my mother!’
Barbara started to weep. ‘We only wanted what’s best for you, Scott.’
Her husband nodded. ‘We’ve always tried to do the right thing.’
‘Adopted! I’m adopted. Why didn’t you tell me?’
‘The time never seemed right.’
‘You’ve had 17 years!’
In a good home. No, a great home. Money was never a problem. He even had his own
car. Parents who adored him and no brothers or sisters to get under his feet. Scott had been
the centre of the Wilsons’ universe.
Now the adoption document showed his past was a sham. His stomach contracted
again.
‘We wanted to tell you, Scott,’ said his father. ‘Not a month went by when your mother
and I didn’t discuss it.’
‘But the longer we left it, the harder it got,’ said his mother, through her tears. ‘In the
end, we were simply too frightened.’
Scott wanted to run and comfort her. The way she’d always comforted him. Instead, it
was Harvey who threw his arm around her shoulders.
‘I still don’t understand,’ said Scott, the words coming out slowly as his whirling brain
tried to process each new piece of information. ‘What were you frightened of?’
‘What’s happening now,’ said his mother. ‘Scott, we were terrified of losing you. Try to
understand it from our point of view.’
‘We couldn’t have children of our own,’ said his father. ‘Then we discovered there were
more would-be parents than babies up for adoption. We had to go on a waiting list. When
you finally came along, you were all the more precious.’
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That answered one small question for Scott. Why his parents were older than the
parents of most of his friends.
For the first time, he noticed the lines around his mother’s eyes. Even her immaculate
makeup couldn’t hide them. Not with the torrent of tears washing away the foundation.
Scott also noticed how much grey there was in his father’s hair. And it wasn’t as thick as
it used to be.
Suddenly something else dawned. Being adopted explained why he didn’t look like
either of them. Scott was tall and sinewy with thick, golden blonde hair. The family joke was
that he must be a throw-back. Now he understood. And he wasn’t laughing any more.
‘I’m going to the bathroom,’ he said, and ran from the room.
Five minutes later he faced the Wilsons over the dining table. His normally fair skin had
turned a pasty white, and his mouth tasted of bile.
‘I still can’t believe it. Adopted. All these years, living a lie.’
‘Not a lie,’ said his father.
‘What would you call it . . .?’ He almost used the word “Dad” again, but this time choked
it back. This man sitting across the table wasn’t his father. Neither of them were his real
parents.
His stomach was empty, but it still ached. So did his head and the rest of his body. He
felt as if he’d been run over by a truck. And it was all the Wilsons’ fault.
Brett dropped his eyes and made a silent vow. He would never again think of them as
his mother or father. Or call them Mum or Dad. As long as he lived.
He knew the hurt it would cause them and that made his pain worse. He also knew he
was acting completely out of character, but then he wasn’t the only one.
‘You lied to me,’ he told them. ‘When I was a little kid, I always got punished for lying.’
‘And now you’re punishing us,’ said Barbara, her eyes red rimmed, the last of the
mascara reduced to streaks.
Scott had once rated these two as the most honest people in the world. Painfully
honest. Another sham. The straight-up-and-down Wilsons were as phoney as anyone else.
Scott shook his head. He stared down a big black tunnel, with no end in sight. But he
had to get to the end of it, somehow.
‘Let’s start at the beginning,’ he said. ‘Who are my real parents?’
His adoptive-mother flinched, as if he’d slapped her, all the while dabbing at her eyes
with a tissue. ‘Your... real mother died in St Josephs hospital a few days after you were
born.’
‘That’s up north in Lansville,’ added Harvey.
Scott knew where it was, but had never been there. ‘What was her name?’
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‘Theresa Smith,’ said Barbara.
‘So, my name’s not Wilson, it’s Smith.’
‘Not really,’ said Harvey.
‘What do you mean, not really? What are you going to tell me now? More lies?’
Harvey Wilson shook his head. ‘It was your real mother who wouldn’t tell the truth.’
‘Don’t you talk about her like that!’
Harvey’s hackles rose. ‘Let’s not get into a slanging match.’
‘If you just stay calm, Scott,’ said Barbara, ‘we’ll tell you what we know about her.’
Harvey explained, ‘She told the hospital she was Theresa Smith, but that wasn’t her real
name.’
Scott was still on the defensive. ‘How do you know that?’
Barbara answered. ‘When she died, the hospital tried to track down her next of kin.
There was no such person as Theresa Smith.’
Scott’s stomach plunged. ‘But someone must have known who she was.’
‘The hospital tried to find out, but no one came forward,’ Harvey explained.
‘So there’s no record of my real mother’s family, or where she came from, or who her
parents were?’
‘Nothing,’ said Harvey.
‘How old was she?’
‘Even that’s not certain.’
‘What did the people in the hospital think?’ asked Scott. ‘Was she 20, 30…?’
‘No, a teenager,’ said Barbara. ‘Maybe 16. Seventeen at most.’
‘So roughly my age,’ said Scott. They both nodded. ‘Was she a runaway?’
‘Looked like it,’ said Harvey. ‘The police thought she’d been moving from town to town,
living on handouts.’
Scott tried to imagine it. He pictured some of the girls he knew, living like that, unloved,
unwanted. ‘Why didn’t someone do something?’
‘She was a stranger in a strange town,’ said Barbara. ‘No one knew she was in trouble
until too late.’
Harvey explained that Theresa Smith had been nearly nine months pregnant when the
police found her, unconscious, in a Lansville alley. Underweight, and malnourished, she was
desperately ill.
‘Was she a... druggie?’
‘There were old needle marks on her arms,’ Harvey admitted, ‘but they didn’t find
anything on her.’
Scott didn’t want to ask the next question but he had to. ‘And my real father?’
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This time, it was Harvey’s turn to flinch. ‘No record of him, either. Sorry.’
Scott got out of the chair and started to pace. ‘You mean I was born to a homeless
mother with no name? Conceived by some nameless father?’
‘It happens to kids in this country every day.’
‘Not to me, it doesn’t!’
Scott turned away and shook his head hard from side to side as if that would clear
everything away. Show it had all been some sort of mistake. An illusion.
These things happened to teenagers in TV shows, in movies, in books. Not to real
people in real life.
He stopped shaking his head. This was happening all right. To him.
Harvey was saying, ‘We only know what the adoption agency told us.’
Scott spun around to face him. ‘What agency?’
‘A private agency. They handled the whole deal.’
‘Deal?’ The word cut Scott like a knife. ‘You mean you bought me? Like a house, or a
car, or a... a can of beans?’
Harvey jumped to his feet. ‘This is hurting all of us, Scott. Try and stay civil.’
Scott brought his temper under control and finally sat down. ‘What other documents do
you have on my adoption?’ he asked them, his voice so low the Wilsons had to lean forward
to hear what he said.
In minutes, Harvey was back with a large white envelope. ‘The rest of it’s all in here.’
‘And it was a legal adoption?’
Barbara frowned. ‘What sort of question is that? You know us, Scott.’
Scott gave a grudging nod. ‘I guess so.’ Liars, yes. Law breakers, no.
Barbara picked up the envelope and waved it under his nose.
‘Don’t write us off as heartless monsters, Scott. Read what’s in here. All the
correspondence between us and the agency, and the court papers making us your legal
parents. We hoped to sit down one day and go through it with you.’
‘But not like this,’ Harvey added.
Scott took the envelope from Barbara and glanced at both of them. ‘If I hadn’t been
helping you clean out the basement….’ He let the sentence hang. ‘Leave me alone for a bit.’
The request came out with a snap.
‘Don’t forget your manners, Scott,’ said Barbara. ‘A simple please...’
Her husband put a finger to his lips with a warning glance and ushered her out of the
room.
Scott felt the sweat on his palms as he stared at the envelope. If that misplaced
adoption document hadn’t got mixed up with the old magazines he was sorting, he’d never
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have found out about his past. Why hadn’t he just tossed the whole bundle into the trailer,
unsorted, with the rest of the rubbish for the dump?
Better still, why hadn’t he found some excuse not to help in the first place? He’d done it
before. He could have gone over to Gary’s for the day. Or even stayed in his room and rung
any of number of girls who’d have welcomed a call.
The worst thing was, he’d volunteered to help. Well behaved, dutiful, hard working, hard
studying Scott Wilson had blown his own world apart. Done it to himself.
No, that wasn’t true. He hadn’t created that document. He’d just found it.
Up to that moment, life had been great, just the way it was. Mum and Dad had... No! Not
Mum or Dad. Try harder he told himself. He could erase those phoney words from his mind if
he stayed alert.
He fingered the edges of the envelope. If he had the choice, he’d wave a wand and all
of this would go away, like a bad dream. If he hadn’t found that stray document, the contents
of this envelope would have stayed hidden forever.
Mrs Wilson - not “Mum” - Mrs Wilson always said what you didn’t know couldn’t hurt
you.
Well, he did know, and it did hurt, and he couldn’t turn back the clock. He now knew
enough about his past to change his present and his future, forever. And whatever was in
the envelope might tell him more.
He ripped open the flap before he had time to change his mind and shook the contents
onto the table, fanning the papers like a deck of cards. All talking about him.
Even a legal birth certificate showing Harvey and Barbara Wilson as his parents. Some
official, somewhere, had prepared that document. Another conspirator helping to hide his
real identity.
He read the letters that had passed between the hospital and the small, private adoption
agency. The Wilsons had told the truth about that. The whole adoption had been squeaky
clean. Very proper, very legal. The letters confirmed what else they’d told him. Birth mother’s
real name, unknown. Same with his real father.
There were also several letters from the adoption agency to the Wilsons. One
mentioned some kind of “problem” at the hospital which had delayed matters. But he was
more interested in reading about how he got the name, Scott.
Apparently, it had been given to him by his birth-mother, Theresa Smith, before she
died.
Scott closed his eyes and blinked back the tears. He was pleased the Wilsons had kept
the name. At least he still had that link with his real mother.
He also found details of Theresa Smith’s burial plot in a Lansville cemetery. She’d died
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unknown, unloved, forgotten. No, not forgotten. Not anymore.
He re-read every piece of paper in front of him. While they carefully detailed the
adoption, they gave him little new information. There were more questions than answers.
Having opened the door on his past, he could never close it again. He’d have to unravel
it himself. Try and get more information.
All he needed was to find people willing to help him in his search for the truth.
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Chapter Three
‘What do you mean you can’t tell me?’ asked Scott. ‘They’re my records.’
‘Out of the question,’ said the woman on the other end of the phone.
‘Can I have your name, please?’ Scott balanced a notebook on his knee as he sat on
the bed. He would add her to the list of hospital bureaucrats to avoid next time he phoned.
‘You’re wasting your time trying to get confidential information out of St Josephs,’ came
the reply.
‘Are you telling me your name is confidential?’
Scott heard the displeasure in her voice. ‘My name is Miss Corman.’
‘Now listen, Ms Corman . . .’
‘Miss. Not Ms. Miss.’
‘Listen, Miss Corman, I’m not going to stop here. I want to see the files on my birth. I
have that right.’
‘They, and the information in them, belong to St Josephs. Please stop bothering us with
these incessant phone calls.’
‘What if I turned up in person?’ His grip tightened on the receiver.
The voice down the phone was pure ice. ‘Don’t waste your time.’
‘That sounds like a threat.’
‘Read into it what you will.’
‘You can’t stop me.’
‘If you turn up here and cause trouble, I’ll have security throw you out.’
‘Thanks for nothing,’ said Scott, dropping the phone back in its cradle.
‘Any luck?’ asked Barbara Wilson as he marched into the kitchen and helped himself to
a can of soda from the fridge.
‘The same as yesterday and the day before that,’ he told her. ‘Different people, but all
saying no.’
In the past week, Scott and the Wilsons had settled into an uneasy truce. He was polite,
but distant. Still out of character, but nothing in life made much sense to him anymore.
And he’d stuck to his vow, never once uttering the words “Mum” or “Dad”. He got around
it by not calling them anything. He wasn’t sure if they’d noticed.
‘Why don’t you just give up?’ asked Barbara. ‘You’re beating your head against a brick
wall.’
‘It’s my head,’ he snapped, then stopped. ‘Sorry.’
She said quietly, ‘That part of your life is probably going to stay a mystery.’
‘Not if I can help it. I want to know what that hospital’s hiding.’
‘Who says they’re hiding anything?’
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‘There’s something going on. I just know it.’
Scott had tried to contact the private agency that had handled his adoption, but it had
gone out of business when the owner died. That only left St Josephs and they wouldn’t talk.
Just thinking about it made him mad.
‘What can you do?’ asked Barbara.
‘If they keep stalling, I’m going to drive up to Lansville myself, march in and demand to
see my birth records.’
‘Getting angry won’t do any good,’ said Harvey Wilson coming into the room.
‘Even if it’s information I have a right to see?’
‘They can’t open up their records to just anyone. It’s like our computer at school…’
Scott spun around. ‘What an idiot.’
Harvey’s mouth opened and closed in shock.
‘Scott,’ Barbara snapped, ‘don’t talk to your father like that.’
Scott held up his hand. ‘I meant me. The answer was right in front of me all this time
and I didn’t think of it.’
‘What answer?’
Without replying, Scott headed for the door. ‘I won’t be home for dinner,’ he called as he
jumped in his car and roared out of the driveway.
***
‘I wouldn’t do this for just anybody,’ said Gary Oliver.
‘I’m not anybody,’ said Scott. ‘I’m your best and oldest friend.’
‘True.’ Gary crouched over his computer keyboard, his chubby fingers flying. ‘That
makes a difference. Maybe we can share the same cell.’
‘Cell?’
‘In prison. There are laws against hacking.’
‘Then don’t get caught.’
Gary hit the return key. ‘Bingo. St Josephs hospital. I’m into their system.’
Scott pushed aside a pile of textbooks and perched on the edge of Gary’s table next to
the colour screen. ‘Now what?’
‘We try to find a needle in a haystack.’
‘We’ll find it, if it takes all night.’
Gary looked up from the keyboard. ‘Okay, but the pizzas are on you.’
‘If you find what I’m looking for, you can name your own price.’
‘Adopted,’ said Gary. ‘I still can’t believe it.’
‘That makes two of us.’
‘All these years, and I never knew.’
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‘You and me, both,’ said Scott.
‘How’re you feeling?’
‘Mrs Wilson says that time heals everything. I’ll let you know.’
‘How long are you going to keep up this “Mr and Mrs Wilson” business?’
‘Forever.’
‘That doesn’t sound like the Scott I know.’
‘I don’t even know myself anymore.’
Gary stopped typing. ‘You mentioned pizza.’
‘No, you mentioned pizza.’
‘Let’s order now.’
‘Not for me,’ said Scott.
‘Still not got your appetite back?’
‘Not completely.’
‘Lucky devil.’
‘Because I’m off my food?’
‘Yes,’ said Gary, patting the gut which hung over his jeans. ‘I’m the one who needs to
lose his appetite. For about a year.’
‘Less time hunched over that computer and more exercise…’
‘You sound like my parents,’ said Gary. ‘We can’t all be female fantasy figures like you.’
Scott laughed, but recognised the pain underneath the words. Gary had been
overweight, and hating it, for as long as Scott had known him.
‘It’s not fair, Scott. Why wasn’t I born tall, slim and good looking, like you? How come I
finished up with short, fat and ugly?’
‘You’re not ugly.’
‘Yes, I am.’
‘Stop putting yourself down.’
‘How come I never get a date?’
‘You’ve got to ask, if you want to get.’ Gary was hopeless around women. ‘The right
girl’s out there somewhere.’
‘Sure,’ said Gary. ‘Outer Mongolia.’
‘I’ll tell you what. You help me with this and I’ll organise a date for you.’
‘Impossible.’
‘Trust me,’ said Scott.
Gary’s hands froze on the keyboard. ‘Really?’
‘Cross my heart.’ Scott hadn’t worked out how he’d do it, but he would. ‘That’s what
friends are for.’
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Gary turned back to the computer and pointed to the screen. ‘As you can see, I’m still
working my way through the St Josephs computer menu. Trying to work out where
everything is.’
‘Any luck?’
‘When you’re hacking, it’s skill as well as luck. Almost there.’ Gary hit the return key
again. ‘Oh, oh.’
Scott leaned close. ‘What have you got?’
‘Bad news. Your birth records aren’t here.’
A note on the screen explained St Josephs policy for managing its computer files.
Periodically, to save disk space, “dead” files were copied onto backup tapes before being
deleted from the main computer.
‘That’s how they think of me,’ said Scott. ‘A dead file. But this is one dead file that won’t
stay dead. Can’t we get at the backup tapes?’
‘How? They’ll be stored offsite. Could be anywhere.’
‘Which only leaves the paper files. The ones they won’t let me see.’
‘Keep trying,’ said Gary.
‘I’ve rung every day for the last week. I can’t get a straight answer from anyone. No,
that’s not true. Today I talked to a Miss Corman. She at least gave me a straight answer. Get
lost!’
‘Forget the underlings, Scott. Go to the top.’
‘What do you think I’ve been trying to do? The big boss is the Chief Administrator,
Quentin Elphick. And he won’t take my calls.’
‘You’re not a quitter,’ said Gary.
‘And I’m not about to give up on this. I’m just not sure what to do next.’
Gary shut down his computer. ‘Turn up in person. Make a stink.’
‘The way I’m feeling, I’d kick Elphick’s door down.’
‘Go for it,’ said Gary.
‘I wouldn’t get within a hundred metres of him. I’ve been told their security people will
chuck me out.’
‘Maybe they’ll break both your legs,’ said Gary.
‘Thanks a lot.’
‘No, that’s good. Don’t you see? It’s a hospital. With two broken legs, they’d have to let
you in.’
Scott chuckled. It was the first decent laugh he’d had for days. ‘Any other bright ideas?’
Gary rocked back in his seat. ‘I see you’ve got the adoption papers with you.’
‘I keep re-reading them. Hoping I’ll find something I missed. Some hidden clue.’
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‘Can I have another look?’
‘Sure.’ Scott handed him the envelope. ‘I’m all read out.’
Scott slumped down on the bed and stretched out. The drama of the last week had left
him drained. His eyes were closing as Gary’s voice cut in.
‘There’s one thing that puzzles me.’
‘What?’ asked Scott.
‘One of the letters mentions a “problem” at the hospital. What was it?’
‘Haven’t got a clue. I asked the charming Miss Corman, but no joy.’
‘Do your Mum and Dad know anything about it?’
Scott was about to correct his friend’s choice of words, but let it ride. ‘I obviously asked
them.’
‘And?’
‘They said they couldn’t remember. I don’t believe them. Not after the lies they’ve told
me already.’
‘Don’t turn into a cynic.’
Scott sat up suddenly. ‘Maybe the “problem” has something to do with the girl.’
‘What girl?’
Scott jumped up and found the relevant letter. ‘See. It says the adoption agency had
hoped to offer the Wilsons the choice of either a boy or a girl.’
Gary looked sad. ‘Just think. If they’d taken the other option, my best friend would be a
girl.’
‘Very funny. But in the end it wasn’t an option. The girl was suddenly unavailable.’
‘The story of my life,’ said Gary.
‘Go back into St Josephs computer system and widen the search. See if you can find
anything that throws some light on this so-called “problem”. Or the girl.’
‘It would be easier if we had her name,’ said Gary, his fingers already flying. ‘No, that
wouldn’t help. If she’s the same age as you, her files will have been deleted from the main
computer as well.’
Scott scratched his head. ‘Let’s think about this logically. Elphick was the boss there
when I was born. If this so-called “problem” was big enough, he’d have known about it. Why
don’t we check out some of his old correspondence? Memos. Things like that.’
‘If they haven’t also been deleted.’
‘Now who’s the cynic?’
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‘Okay,’ said Gary, fingers flying for a few seconds. ‘I’m in again. And here’s what we’re
looking for. “Elphick”.’
‘With a subdirectory called “letters”,’ said Scott, looking over his shoulder. ‘Bullseye.’
‘Not quite. It needs a password to get in. That’s to keep out unauthorised people. Like
us.’
‘Difficult or impossible?’ asked Scott.
Gary frowned. ‘It will take all of my considerable computing expertise to crack this one,
plus . . .’
‘Plus, what?’
‘A super-deluxe pizza, with everything. I need some space to work my magic. Take your
car and pick it up. By the time you get back, I might have a few answers.’
Forty-five minutes later, Scott burst into the bedroom, a large flat cardboard container in
his hands. ‘What have you got?’
Gary took the pizza box and flipped up the top. ‘First, let’s see what you’ve got.’
Four slices later, Gary took a breath. ‘Are you sure you don’t want a piece? It’s great.’
‘I don’t want any pizza. I just want to know what you’ve found.’
Gary wiped his hands and pointed to the screen. ‘The password wasn’t too difficult, but I
was right about Elphick’s correspondence. Most of the letters are recent. Nothing that goes
back more than a couple of years.’
Scott cursed under his breath. ‘Let’s browse anyway. We might get lucky.’
As Gary ploughed through the pizza, they flicked through endless screens of hospital
letters and memos about reducing costs and improving efficiency. Staff picnics. Equal
opportunities. Pay negotiations. Cafeteria food.
‘Everything but what we’re looking for,’ said Scott.
Gary swallowed the last of the pizza. ‘Seen enough?’
Scott was about to say, yes, but stopped. ‘No. We’ve come this far. Let’s keep going.’
The next screen showed a recent letter to a Mrs Vera Mason, a former Charge Nurse at
the hospital.
‘Elphick doesn’t like her, by the sound of this,’ said Gary.
Scott pointed to the screen. ‘No wonder.’
Vera Mason had been sacked by Elphick for what he described as “gross negligence”.
The details were sketchy, but it seemed that a baby girl had vanished from the hospital on
Vera’s watch, and she’d got the blame. The baby was never found.
‘A vanishing baby,’ said Scott, letting it run around his brain. ‘That would have to rate as
a big “problem”. Let’s see the rest of it.’
Gary scrolled down. Elphick was replying to Mrs Mason’s request to reopen the
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investigation. He stressed that as no trace had ever been found of the missing infant, it
would be a waste of everyone’s time after all these years. Including his so would she please
stop writing.
Scott stared at the screen, his eyes flashing down the text. ‘No doubt about it. It’s the
same girl who was going to be offered to the Wilsons.’
‘Where does it say that?’
‘It doesn’t, but look at the date she disappeared. Two days after I was born. In fact,’ he
kept reading, ‘we’ve even got the same birth date.’
Gary scrolled to the bottom of the page. ‘That’s not all. Take a look at this.’
Scott felt ghostly fingers run up and down his spine as he read the missing girl’s name.
They not only shared the same birth date. His voice shook as he spoke her name aloud.
‘Smith. Samantha Smith.’
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Chapter Four
Scott wanted to scream at them, lash out and hurt them, but he forced himself to stay
calm.
‘You knew,’ he said accusingly to the Wilsons, sitting across the room. ‘All this time, you
knew I was a twin.’
‘We couldn’t bring ourselves to tell you about your adoption,’ said Harvey. ‘How could
we tell you about your sister?’
Scott found it hard to recognise either of the people sitting opposite. They both looked
old and tired.
‘How could a baby disappear?’ Scott persisted.
‘It was a terrible business,’ said Barbara.
‘That doesn’t answer my question.’
‘A lot of questions were never answered,’ said Harvey.
‘What did the police find?’
‘Nothing concrete. Although they had their suspicions.’
‘They think one of the nurses took her,’ Barbara explained.
Scott said, ‘You mean kidnapped?’
‘Yes,’ said Barbara.
‘Vera Mason?’
‘No, another woman,’ said Barbara. ‘Jane someone.’
‘Upton,’ said Harvey. ‘Jane Upton.’
Scott shook his head. ‘I don’t get it. If Jane Upton stole Samantha, why did Vera Mason
get the blame?’
‘The hospital had to blame someone,’ Harvey explained. ‘Elphick was looking for a
scapegoat.’
‘Did they ever find the missing nurse?’ asked Scott.
‘No,’ said Barbara. ‘She and Samantha vanished off the face of the earth.’
‘Look, son,’ said Harvey. ‘We know how much this is hurting you, but your sister’s been
missing for 17 years.’ He paused. ‘She could even be dead.’
‘No!’ Scott jumped up.
‘It’s possible.’
Scott started to pace the room. ‘She’s not dead.’
‘Do you know something the police don’t?’
Scott glared at him. ‘If she was dead, I’d know.’
‘How?’ asked Barbara. ‘Telepathy? That doesn’t always happen with twins.’
‘Not telepathy. Just a feeling I’ve got.’
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‘Feelings aren’t always right,’ said Harvey.
‘I don’t care what either of you think,’ said Scott. ‘I believe Samantha’s still alive, and
that’s all that matters. She’s the only living link to my past. My real mother is dead. Who
knows who my father was. I’ll never know my real uncles or aunts or grandparents or
cousins. None of that. All I have left is my missing sister.’
‘You’ll always have us, Scott,’ said Barbara Wilson, quietly.
Scott felt her pain, but steeled himself. He had to stay strong. There was no going back.
Especially from what he had in mind.
‘Samantha could be anywhere,’ said Harvey, talking to Scott, but patting his wife’s hand.
‘If she’s alive, she’ll have a new name, a new life.’
‘Think of this, too,’ said Barbara. ‘Would Samantha want to be found?’
Scott stopped in his tracks. What was she getting at?
‘That’s a good point,’ said Harvey. ‘Some things are better left alone.’
No! Samantha had a right to know who she really was. And, as her brother, it was
Scott’s duty to find her and tell her.
‘Be sensible,’ said Barbara.
‘I’ve been sensible, hard working Scott for 17 years. Where has that got me?’
‘Within reach of a scholarship,’ said Harvey, ‘and you must keep your grades up. This is
no time for distractions.’
‘Yes,’ said Barbara, getting her second wind. ‘Put this behind you, Scott. Go back to
being the wonderful son your father and I know and love.’’
This time Scott didn’t try to hide his anger. ‘Are you both deaf? I don’t care about the
scholarship. And I can never go back. I’ve got to find Samantha.’
‘Don’t make me play the heavy,’ said Harvey Wilson, standing up, and facing Scott.
‘You’re only 17 and as long as you live under our roof…’
‘Which won’t be for much longer…’
‘Oh, no,’ cried Barbara, disintegrating in front of his eyes.
Harvey shook his head. ‘You’re being foolish, Scott. The hospital couldn’t find her. Nor
could the police.’
‘How hard did they look? Theresa Smith was just a runaway kid. On her own. No family
to support her. She was a stray without friends to make a fuss.’
‘Listen, Scott,’ said Harvey, ‘we’re still your parents. We know what’s best for you.’
‘Like lying to me all these years?’
‘You can’t just throw everything away on a wild goose chase,’ cried Barbara. ‘You can’t.’
‘Your mother’s right,’ said Harvey. ‘Think about it. How will you live? Where will you
begin?’
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They were valid questions, but Scott didn’t want to think about them. The truth was he
didn’t have the money or the resources to mount much of a search. But he had to try.
As he spun on his heels and marched out of the room, he heard Harvey say, ‘Give him
time, dear. He’s always been a sensible boy. He won’t do anything stupid.’
***
Scott sat in his room waiting for the Wilsons to go to bed. He re-read the letter he’d
written. It was brief and to the point. Harsher than he’d intended, but he’d given up trying to
get through to them by talking.
He had to find Samantha for his own sanity. Sanity? Was it as bad as that? Yes, the
whole business was screwing up his mind. He couldn’t concentrate on school work anymore.
An assignment he’d once have knocked off in three hours had taken him three days.
And he’d done some weird things in the last week. Like walking around the school
grounds, studying the faces of all the girls his age. That got him plenty of friendly smiles, but
not what he was looking for.
Every female face that went by made him wonder - Is that Samantha? Could the girl
with her be Samantha? Or was the girl over there his missing twin? It was driving him crazy
because he had no idea what his sister even looked like, and no way of finding out.
He could pass her in the street and never know it.
Gary was the only person Scott had told about the trip. Gary had tried to make a joke of
it. ‘Go for it, Scott,’ he’d said. ‘With you gone, there’ll be more girls left for me.’
Behind the banter, Scott knew Gary understood. He’d even offered to lend Scott some
money. Scott said no. He had to do this on his own.
Asking the Wilsons for money or any other help was out of the question. Scott wasn’t
even sure if he wanted anything from them, ever again. Nor whether he even wanted to
come back to this house he’d grown up in and once thought of as home.
Home was somewhere else now. With his sister.
He wished he’d saved a bit more money. Life had been too easy for him. He knew that
now. His life had been a wide, open road with no detours. Finish high school, pick up the
scholarship, earn an honours degree.
Now those dreams were on the back burner. He didn’t want them if he couldn’t find
Samantha.
He knew he was obsessed, but he also knew she was alive. Knew without doubt that
she would want to find him as much as he wanted to find her.
He checked his wallet and counted what little cash he had. Peanuts, really, but he’d
make it stretch as long as he could. At least he had his old car. It sat on the next block with a
full tank of gas and a pup tent, sleeping bag, and a suitcase of clothes stashed in the boot.
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Scott went over the plan in his mind. First stop Lansville and St Josephs hospital for one
last attempt to get past Miss Corman and Elphick and into his own files.
Second stop would be Vera Mason, the nurse who’d been sacked over Samantha’s
disappearance. Her address was on the letter in the computer. He had a printout in his
pocket.
And finally, after seeing Vera, Scott would visit his mother’s grave.
He folded the note to the Wilsons and laid it on his bed. Barbara Wilson would find it
next morning when she came to wake him for school. Just then he heard the TV volume die.
He waited another 30 minutes for them to go to sleep then slipped a leather jacket over
his sweatshirt and jeans and let himself out the back door.
He paused on the back porch. He may never see this place again. Despite his resolve,
the emotions of the moment surged through him. Was this goodbye to everything he’d ever
known?
He shivered as the cold night air hit him. Without looking back, he zipped up his jacket,
jogged across the lawn, vaulted the garden fence and headed for his waiting car.
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Chapter Five
’Don’t use that tone of voice with me, you little upstart.’
Sixteen year old Lauren Baker shuddered, but stood her ground. Mrs York was red in
the face with anger. And too much wine. As always.
The woman’s hair was a mess, as if she’d just got out of bed, and it badly needed a
wash. Her shapeless floral dress had an overlaying pattern of dark purple wine stains and
the uneven hem hung to her knees.
She was only in her 40s, but the lines and wrinkles on her face made her look 20 years
older.
‘After all we’ve done for you,’ Mrs York continued, slurring her words.
You and that creep of a husband haven’t done anything for me, thought Lauren, but
kept it to herself. Lauren had learned to be a survivor. She’d survived worse. She’d survive
this.
Lauren lowered her voice, trying to sound reasonable, despite the anger churning up
her insides. ‘I only asked if I could go to the movies tonight.’
‘It wasn’t what you said, it was the way you said it.’
Lauren knew Mrs York’s manner and drinking problem stemmed from her unhappiness.
Who wouldn’t be unhappy living with him?
Lauren had almost finished drying the sink full of dinner dishes which she’d just washed.
Sometimes she felt like an unpaid housekeeper.
‘Please, may I go to the movies?’ she asked again, staying as polite as she could.
‘Go where?’
Lauren sighed. Mrs York lost more brain cells every day. It was like talking to a wall. ‘To
the movies.’
And if not the movies, anywhere, she almost added, as long as it’s out of this house.
‘Why would you want to go to the movies?’ asked Mrs York, her eyes not focusing. ‘You
got some boy chasing after you?’
They chased all right, thought Lauren, but she wasn’t about to get caught. Boyfriends
meant getting involved emotionally, something she couldn’t afford to do. Life was a day-today existence. She had to stay unshackled, ready to run.
Friendships of any sort only tied you down.
Maybe it would be different if she had a permanent home, or a real family, but not living
like this. She had to stay alert, look after herself. No one else would.
Mrs York came to a decision. ‘You can stay home and watch TV with us.’
Lauren sighed and started drying the cutlery. Another disastrous foster home. Mrs York
had despised her from the moment she walked in the door and made no attempt to hide it.
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Lauren knew the type only too well. The worst type of foster parent who looked after
kids for the same reason other people dug ditches. For money. And with the same emotional
involvement.
To the Mrs Yorks of the world, Lauren was drinking money. Not a human being. Not
someone to care about. Just someone she had to provide with somewhere to sleep and
something to eat.
As she dried the carving knife, Lauren ran over the foster families she’d had. Some of
them had been okay, but the good ones never lasted. The rule of her life seemed to be - the
better the home, the shorter the stay.
But there were always plenty of places like this. Definitely near the bottom of the heap.
Where did the authorities find some of the people they okayed to look after teenagers?
People like Cliff York. One out of the book. The book of slimy creeps.
Lauren could hear him moving about in the front room. She preferred it that way. The
only time Lauren felt safe was when there was a wall between them. A solid wall.
Mrs York topped up her wine from the cardboard container on the bench and tottered
into the front room to join her husband.
As Lauren watched her go, she let her mind roam free. Her body might be trapped in
this dump, but not her spirit. Or her dreams. There had to be something better up ahead.
And she meant to find it.
She was so preoccupied, she failed to hear Cliff York wander into the kitchen. But she
smelled him.
Lauren reckoned his breath would slay a dragon at 50 paces and he had two teeth
missing in the front which made his voice sound like a tin whistle. About the same age as his
wife, the years hadn’t been any kinder. The face fell in jowls and what hair he had left was
dyed jet black and dragged across his scalp like a grotesque toupee.
He worked as a motor mechanic and always smelled of grease and sweat. Lauren
hated his eyes even more than the smell. They were always undressing her.
‘Like a hand, Lauren?’ he said, standing close. He had the ability to make any sentence
sound suggestive.
Lauren spun around. She still had the carving knife in her hand. Cliff glanced at the
sharp blade and detoured to the fridge.
‘The wife’s going away tomorrow,’ he whispered as he opened the door and took out a
can of beer. ‘Visiting her sister.’
Lauren’s heart sank. This creep was hitting on her, again.
She paused before dropping the knife in the drawer. He wouldn’t try anything serious.
Not with his wife in the other room.
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‘Why don’t you go with Mrs York?’ Lauren suggested, hopefully.
Cliff laughed, quietly, exposing the gap in his mouth. ‘And leave you alone? Who’s going
to look after you?’
The same person who’s looked after Lauren Baker as long as I can remember, she
thought. Me.
‘Won’t it be cosy?’ he said, taking a step closer, at the same time pulling the ring top off
the can.
Lauren still had the tea towel. She slipped it behind her back and dipped it in the greasy
water.
‘Sure you wouldn’t like a hand?’ said Cliff.
Lauren ducked under his outstretched arm and spun around to face him.
‘Hey, what…?’ he muttered, turning, surprised by her speed.
‘You want to help dry the dishes? Then use this.’ With a quick flick of her wrist, Lauren
sent the end of the wet cloth rocketing into his face.
He yelled, from pain and shock, and fell back against the sink, the can crashing to the
floor, sending a spray of beer in all directions.
Before he could recover, Lauren sprinted from the kitchen and ran for her room,
securing the door behind her.
Within 20 seconds, Mrs York was outside the room, her drunken voice booming around
the tiny house.
‘You come out here, this instant, you little animal. You could have blinded my Cliff. You
ungrateful little…’
‘Let me deal with her,’ came Cliff York’s voice, overriding his wife. ‘All she needs is a
good thrashing. Stand back.’
Lauren heard a key in the lock. She knew they had a spare. That’s why she’d bought a
bolt, without telling them, and fitted it herself for just such an occasion.
She heard the key turn, but the door stayed shut. A shoulder hit the wood, but the bolt
held. The Yorks were cursing now, loudly.
Ten years of foster homes had made Lauren wise beyond her years. This was foster
home number 13. Unlucky 13. And the last.
The woman at the welfare department had issued a threat. Either Lauren made a
success of this one, or the authorities would pack her off to a girls home.
Lauren had tried to protest, to explain her side of the story but the woman cut her off. No
more excuses. The Yorks’ house or the girls home.
‘You can’t stay in there forever,’ came Cliff York’s voice through the door. ‘I’ll fix you,
tomorrow.’
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No, you won’t, thought Lauren. Girls home or not, she wasn’t going to stay in this vile
house one more night. She was off. Off to find what no one else had been able to find for
her.
A real home. A permanent home.
She rubbed her eyes and steeled herself. No tears. Tears were a waste of time.
She sat on the folding cot she’d slept on for the last month and gazed around. The bed
filled nearly half the room, which still felt like an oversized broom closet.
All her clothes, everything she owned, would fit into the battered suitcase she’d arrived
with. At least she could travel light.
She waited until the Yorks retreated and the house was quiet before throwing everything
into the suitcase. Pulling a long overcoat over her jeans and sweater, she jammed a beret on
her head, and climbed out the window.
***
Scott had been driving for nearly two hours when his headlights picked out the lonely
figure up ahead. Who could be out alone at this hour? He hadn’t passed any broken down
cars further back so the person was obviously travelling on foot. As he drew closer, he saw
whoever it was had on a long coat and hat and carried a suitcase.
He slowed, curious, but ready to plant his foot on the accelerator if there was any
danger. Lonely roads and strangers could be a bad combination.
As he passed, he glanced across at the stranger. Their eyes met. Without thinking, he
hit the brakes. It was a girl. What was she doing out here at this time of night?
He skidded to a halt several metres in front of her. In his rear view mirror, he saw her
half turn, ready to flee back the way she’d come. He didn’t blame her. A woman out alone at
this hour could get into real trouble. For all she knew, Scott could be some deranged
maniac.
He pulled the car over to the side of the road and switched off the engine and main
beam. He left the park lights on, so other vehicles wouldn’t run into him. No danger of that.
The road was empty in both directions.
He didn’t want to frighten the girl any more than he had already. Pitch blackness might
terrify her and, to be honest, it didn’t do a lot for him.
He climbed out of the car slowly and walked around the back. The two of them stood,
metres apart, in the silence, facing each other, with neither having enough light to see by.
‘Sorry if I scared you,’ he called into the darkness.
No reply.
He tried again. ‘It’s too late to be out on this road all on your own.’
‘Who says I’m on my own?’ She sounded young.
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‘Aren’t you?’
‘No. My big brother’s with me.’
‘Where is he, then?’ Scott bit his lip as he said it. Even to his own ears, it made him
sound sinister.
The girl stood her ground. ‘My brother’s in the bush, taking a leak. He’ll be back in a
minute.’
Scott grinned to himself in the dark. She was feisty, whoever she was. ‘And I suppose
your Rottweiler’s with him as well?’
The girl didn’t reply at once. What could she say? He’d called her bluff. He bit his lip
again. He was probably terrifying the life out of her.
‘We’re all okay,’ she said, finally, still playing the game. ‘Thanks, anyway.’
Scott heard the fatigue in her voice. ‘I’d be happy to give you a lift,’ he said. ‘Even if it’s
only to the next outpost of civilisation.’
The girl moved closer. ‘What’s your name?’
‘Scott Wilson.’
‘How old are you?’
‘What’s that got to do with it?’
‘You sound young.’
Scott spluttered. ‘I’m 17.’
‘Can you be trusted?’
Scott looked around him. Not another soul in sight. ‘Yes, you can trust me, but would I
tell you if you couldn’t?’
‘Probably not.’
‘Believe me, I’m not an escaped convict or some crazed killer. I’m a high school
student.’
‘Where are you headed?’
‘Lansville. The offer of a ride’s still open, but it’s up to you.’
The girl moved a step closer. ‘I’m freezing and I’m tired and you sound okay. Move over
near the car so I can see your face.’
She was checking him out, he thought, as he did what she asked, but he wasn’t
offended. He still hadn’t got a good look at her. Her beret was pulled down over her forehead
and ears to keep her warm.
‘You look okay,’ she said.
That was one of the most understated things any girl had ever said about him. It made
him laugh.
‘What’s so funny?’
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‘Private joke. Look, I think there’s a service station about half an hour further on. We
could stop there for something to eat.’
The girl became defensive again. ‘I haven’t got much money.’
‘Nor have I, but it’ll stretch to a hamburger. Throw your suitcase in the back seat.’
‘I suppose I’ll have to trust you,’ she said, after a moment’s hesitation, ‘but one false
move and I’ll tear your eyes out.’
Her tone of voice convinced Scott she wasn’t joking. She was tiny, but definitely feisty.
He wondered if she was always this defensive.
The passenger door on the car was faulty and needed to be slammed hard. The girl was
too light-handed and the door failed to click tight behind her as she slid into the seat. Without
thinking, Scott started to reach across to pull it shut.
In a flash, she grabbed the handle, ready to launch herself out.
Scott pulled back and threw up both hands. ‘Sorry. Your door’s not closed.’
‘Yeah, sure.’
‘I’m telling the truth,’ he said. ‘It’s not closed. Check it for yourself.’
Without taking her eyes off him, she gave the door a shove with her elbow and it swung
out. ‘Okay,’ she said, reluctantly, slamming it hard.
‘I didn’t mean to frighten you. I said I’m sorry.’
She nodded as Scott started the engine.
‘Your brother and Rottweiler will have to find their own transport.’
The girl gave a tired laugh.
Scott pulled back onto the road and drove for a few minutes in silence before he asked,
‘Where are you headed…? I don’t even know your name.’
When he got no reply, he turned and found her curled around her seatbelt with her head
against the window.
Fast asleep.
***
Thirty minutes later, they sat outside the service station devouring hamburgers.
Scott studied her features as she ate. She’d relaxed enough to tell him her name,
Lauren, but nothing else. She was even tinier than he’d realised. She had a pixie-like face,
olive skin, big brown eyes, and a crop of short black hair.
And pretty. With makeup and the right clothes, she’d be a knockout. Definitely the sort
of girl he’d look twice at.
But not now, he reminded himself. Nothing was going to distract him from finding
Samantha, although he was curious.
‘What were you doing out there in the middle of the night?’
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She stopped, mid-mouthful, and her eyes clouded over. Swallowing the last of the
hamburger, she screwed up the wrapping.
‘Thanks for the ride, Scott, but I think this is the end of the road.’
‘Why?’
‘You’re going to start asking questions.’
All her defences were up again and he knew she’d be out of the car in a flash if he didn’t
handle it right.
‘I just want to see you get safely to wherever you’re going.’
She stared at him, a questioning look in her eyes. ‘Really?’
‘Really.’
She relaxed a bit. ‘Thanks.’
‘Where are you going?’
Her eyes misted over, but he noticed her blink hard and the mist vanished. ‘I don’t
know.’
‘That makes two of us.’
He hadn’t intended to, but he started to tell her about his hunt for Samantha. She was
easy to talk to.
‘And you think your sister’s still alive?’ she asked him when he’d finished.
‘Only one way to find out.’
‘It could take forever.’
‘It’s something I’ve got to do.’
‘I’m searching, too,’ said Lauren.
‘What for?’
She shrugged. ‘A home.’
He had trouble with that idea. ‘Everyone’s got a home.’
‘Maybe in your world. Not in mine.’
Scott felt his stomach rumble. His appetite had come back with a vengeance. ‘I’m still
hungry. How about another burger? Then you can tell me your story.’
‘Maybe,’ she said.
Ten minutes later, Lauren started to tell him her story. She kept her voice brisk,
business-like. As if she was talking about someone else.
‘My parents were killed in a car crash 10 years ago. When I was six.’
‘I’m sorry.’
‘Not your fault.’
‘Do you remember them?’
‘Sure. I’ve got photos of them as well.’
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‘Any brothers or sisters?’
She shook her head. ‘My parents were all the family I had. Since then, I’ve been kicked
from one foster home to another.’
‘And it was a foster home you ran away from tonight?’
‘Number 13.’
Scott shook his head in disbelief. ‘You’ve lived with 13 different families?’
Lauren nodded. ‘As I said, it’s a different world to yours.’
‘And this one was bad? Bad enough to make you run away?’
‘Worse than most,’ she said.
‘So where does that leave you?’
She laughed, but without any humour. ‘In a girls home if I’m caught.’
Scott thought of his mother. Theresa Smith had been about Lauren’s age. He suddenly
hoped life would be better to Lauren than it had been to Theresa.
He looked at his watch. ‘Time to hit the road, again.’
‘Sure,’ said Lauren, reaching around for her suitcase. ‘Thanks again for the ride, Scott,
and the food.’
He got such a shock, he reached out his hand to stop her. As his fingers touched the
sleeve of her coat, she froze. They both did.
Slowly he withdrew his hand. ‘I didn’t mean you had to get out. Just the opposite.’
People had turned their back on his mother when she was in need. Scott wasn’t going
to do the same to Lauren. She stared at him. He could read the uncertainty in her eyes.
‘I don’t want to leave you in the middle of nowhere,’ he explained. ‘Let me take you as
far as Lansville. After that…’
She paused, then said, ‘I’ve never been to Lansville.’
‘Is that a yes?’
‘Why not?’
Five minutes later, she was asleep again.
***
The sun was coming up as the Lansville skyline came into view. The city where he’d
been born.
Lauren looked even more pixie-ish when she slept. And even prettier. Scott could
imagine heads turning if he showed up with her on his arm. Gary would go three shades of
green with envy.
As Scott joined the main route into the city centre, he felt his fingers grip the steering
wheel with extra force. In a few minutes, he’d be at St Josephs. The hospital where his real
mother had died and he’d been born.
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Where Samantha had been born. And from where she’d been stolen by someone called
Jane Upton.
But why would anyone steal a baby?
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Chapter Six: The Past
Jane Upton had never stolen a thing in her life, except perhaps a few apples from a
neighbour’s tree when she was a kid.
But this was different. This was the big league.
She cursed herself for not having a shot of whisky to settle her nerves before she set
out. It always worked. But Frank had warned her to stay sober and she didn’t want to make
him angry. What they had was too good to jeopardise. She’d do anything to keep him happy.
Like agreeing to snatch Samantha Smith.
She tried to quiet the voice that pounded inside her head. The voice telling her it was
wrong to steal a baby.
Jane already knew that, but pushed ahead, anyway. There was too much at stake. As a
precaution, she had dressed in her nursing uniform. It would help if she was spotted and had
to bluff her way out.
Of course, she had no right to be in the hospital at all. She’d resigned the previous
week. Told everyone at St Josephs she was going to a new job, down country. Leaving
straight away to take it up.
No, she couldn’t tell them anymore. It was confidential. Yes, she’d send a postcard
when she’d settled in.
Since then, she’d laid low at Frank’s place. Even her father thought she’d already left
town.
But would it be enough of an alibi? Would the police come looking for her? Want to
question her? Frank had told her not to worry, and Frank had all the answers. Frank was
smart.
Smart enough to stay well in the background. No one at the hospital knew he existed.
Except Vera, of course. Vera had caught her once, talking to Frank on the phone, but that
didn’t count. She was sure Vera hadn’t heard anything important.
And her father had seen Frank’s surname on a scrap of paper. She’d been practising
her soon-to-be signature. Jane Kessler. Not that Frank had actually proposed, but with any
luck…
At least her father would never talk to the police. Not the way he felt about them.
She hadn’t told Frank about either incident.
Jane snapped back to reality as she heard footsteps approaching down the hospital
corridor. Vera Mason! The duty Charge Nurse.
Stay calm, she told herself, opening the nearest door and stepping through it. As she
did, she almost screamed. It was a broom cupboard.
Her heart started to beat, wildly. Claustrophobia. Fear of confined spaces. She’d
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suffered from it all her life. If only she’d had that drink. She wanted to scream, throw open
the door and burst out of this prison, but she couldn’t. Frank would never forgive her.
She had to stay put. Vera Mason would call security if she found Jane on the premises.
Vera was almost too good at her job. Really dedicated to the babies under her care.
People said that was because Vera’s own baby had died and the hospital had become
her whole life.
Jane felt the walls of the cupboard close in even more. She had to stick it out. A few
seconds more.
Think of something else she told herself. She thought of Frank again. He wasn’t perfect,
but who was? He’d spent time in prison when he was younger. Nothing serious, he’d
assured her. Just a few months. Kid’s stuff.
The important thing was he loved her. Frank Kessler, 10 years younger and handsome
beyond belief, really loved her, even if she didn’t understand why.
The first man in her life who’d made her feel like a woman. Made her feel special. The
opposite of her father, and his drunken friends.
Jane rubbed her cheek. Maybe Frank had got a bit angry the other night and slapped
her, but he swore it would never happen again. And she believed him. She’d have believed
anything to keep hearing him say how much he loved her.
She rubbed her cheek again. Her hand came away covered in sweat. She had to get
out. If only that warning voice in her head would shut up.
The voice that said - Don’t do it.
She couldn’t take any more of this confinement, and flung open the cupboard door. As
she burst out into the corridor, Vera’s footsteps faded into the distance. Jane took a few
deep breaths. Luck was on her side.
As Frank said it would be. And it wasn’t even a real crime, he assured her. The baby’s
mother was dead. Samantha Smith would be put up for adoption, anyway. All Jane and
Frank were doing was shortcutting the system.
Frank knew people who handled these things. Couples who couldn’t get a child through
normal, legal channels would pay a fortune for a healthy baby, no questions asked. And
Frank had friends who provided such a service.
The way Frank told it, they were doing everybody a favour.
The kid would still get a good home and Jane would pocket more money than she could
ever make nursing. Money that for once wouldn’t go on supporting her alcoholic father.
Maybe this was a good time for her to quit drinking. But would she have the strength?
With Frank beside her, anything was possible. She patted her jacket pocket and felt the
roll of money. She and Frank had already split the deposit. He’d kept most of it, but there
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was more to come when they delivered.
Now, if her alibi held, she was home, free. Just grab the kid and get out of here. One
baby girl to order.
She felt the adrenalin pumping as she crept into the nursery where at least a dozen
babies slept in separate cots, their names above them.
There was the one she’d come for. Samantha Smith. She double-checked the
identification bracelet on the girl’s wrist. Samantha fitted the order perfectly. Blue eyed and
blonde. A twin, born to that poor street kid who’d turned up, near death.
Jane felt another twinge of guilt, but suppressed it. She reached down and expertly
picked up the sleeping child. In the cot beside her, Samantha’s brother, Scott, stirred but
didn’t cry.
Say goodbye to your sister, thought Jane, looking at him and feeling bad again. Both
kids already had strikes against them. They’d lost their mother. Now they were about to lose
each other. Holding the baby firmly, she retraced her steps, following the escape route she’d
worked out.
Frank was waiting for her around the back of the hospital, parked under a tree. She
didn’t recognise the car.
‘You’ve got it?’ he asked as she opened the door.
‘A real living doll.’
‘Let’s get out of here before the brat wakes up.’
Frank kept his lights off until they’d cleared the hospital grounds. ‘Easiest money I ever
earned. I mean, we ever earned.’
In the back seat was a bundle of nappies, baby clothes, and a blanket.
‘Where did you get the car, Frank?’
‘Mine broke down. Anyway, I needed something bigger for the long drive.’
‘You bought it for the trip?’
‘Acquired it.’
She sensed she should have pushed for a better answer, but the adrenalin was still
pumping, making her a little high. The baby stirred in Jane’s arms and started to cry.
‘Keep the kid quiet,’ Frank snapped. ‘We’ve got a long haul in front of us.’
***
‘Doesn’t that kid do anything else but cry?’
It felt to Jane as if they’d been driving forever. She’d changed out of her uniform into a
track suit and sneakers. She’d even managed a quick nap, but Frank wouldn’t stop and take
a break and the long hours behind the wheel were starting to show. ‘Let me drive, Frank.’
‘No. You just look after the kid.’
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Jane reached around into the rear seat and pushed the dummy back into Samantha’s
mouth which stopped the crying. ‘She’d be more comfortable in a carry cot.’
‘Nappies and clothes we can always dump or burn, but cots are harder to get rid of,
believe me.’
A stray thought flashed through Jane’s mind and she voiced it before she had a chance
to think about what it could mean. ‘You’ve done this before?’
‘Once or twice.’
That shook her. She thought this was the first time. And the last.
Frank pulled out a hip flask, took a swig, then passed it across. ‘Here, this’ll relax you.’
Jane took the flask and raised it to her mouth without thinking. As the liquid touched her
lips, she stopped. The voice inside was talking again, this time with a different message.
Keep a clear head, it warned.
She pretended to take a mouthful, then handed back the flask. New thoughts were
forming. ‘So you’ve taken other babies from other hospitals?’
‘Maybe. Hey, what you don’t know can’t hurt either of us.’
An even worse thought exploded in her head. Other hospitals meant other nurses.
Suddenly it all came clear to her.
She’d been a complete and utter fool!
This was a scam that Frank had worked before. Jane was probably the latest in a line of
women he’d used to steal babies. Saying he loved them to get their help would all be part of
the scam.
Jane’s chest felt as though it was encircled by steel bands and she realised she was
hyperventilating. The shallow breathing was making her dizzy. She tried to think like a nurse,
not a love sick teenager.
Breathe slowly. Stay in control, she told herself. When she was confident her voice
wouldn’t let her down, she finally asked the question she really should have asked when she
first met this man.
‘Frank, about that time you spent in prison.’
‘What about it?’
‘You said it was kid’s stuff. What did you do?’
He shot her a look. ‘What’s with all the questions?’
She kept her voice calm. Better not to get him angry. Or suspicious. ‘I’m curious.’
‘No harm in telling you now, I suppose. I held up a couple of liquor stores.’
‘That’s not kid’s stuff.’
‘I was a crazy kid.’
‘You said you got a few months in jail.’
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‘Did I? I meant years.’
‘How many years?’
‘Five.’
Jane’s world was falling around her. ‘And these robberies. You used a gun?’
‘Of course I used a gun. What else would I use to stick up a liquor store? A stick of
candy? What’s got into you?’
Now she knew the truth with absolute certainty. Frank was stupid - and a liar. She’d
never be Mrs Kessler. Never have a future with this man. Everything he said was suspect.
Everything he promised was in doubt. Even the safety of the baby girl in the back seat.
Frank’s lip curled. ‘You women are all the same. Remember something, Jane. This is
kidnapping and we’re both in it up to our eyeballs. If we’re caught, you’ll come out of jail an
old woman.’
Jane’s blood turned to ice. Jail. Locked up. Like in the cupboard. She couldn’t let that
happen. It would drive her insane.
Frank was still talking. ‘But, with my record,’ he told her, ‘I’d get life for something like
this. I’m never going back to prison again. Never. I’d kill you first.’
***
Jane sprinted with the baby in her arms, but her feet were encased in concrete. Frank
was close behind. She knew they were dead if he caught them.
He was gaining with every second. She risked a glance behind and saw his hand
reaching for her. The hand grew larger as it neared her face.
She opened her mouth and heard a scream.
‘For the last time, shut that kid up,’ Frank yelled.
Jane jumped in her seat and the nightmare drifted away into the blackness of the night.
Her body shook as she clambered over into the rear, changed Samantha’s nappies and
managed to settle her with a bottle.
As Jane climbed back into the front, she realised Frank was wide-eyed. She recognised
the signs. He’d been popping pills to keep awake. Pills and whisky. He was a disaster
waiting to happen.
‘Where are we?’ she asked. She could see trees on both sides of the road.
‘Coming into a place called Humber Creek. Which means we’re almost halfway there.
Why are you shaking?’
She took a deep breath. ‘Frank, I want out.’
He laughed. ‘I told you before. There is no way out. You’re in this as deep as I am.’
She grabbed his arm. ‘I still want out.’
He swatted her arm away. ‘Too late.’
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It had started to rain and Frank switched on the wipers. Samantha started to cry again.
Jane leaned around and pulled the baby into the front with her.
The shower turned into a downpour, pounding on the car roof, adding to the noise and
panic in Jane’s head.
‘Frank?’
‘I’m never going back to prison,’ he snarled.
That’s what the car had become for Jane. A prison. Worse than any cupboard. She felt
the sweat running down her face and dripping onto the baby in her arms. She had to get out
before she suffocated.
‘Please, Frank!’
He ignored her, but now she was desperate. With her free hand she grabbed Frank’s
arm and this time hung on. As he tried to shake her lose, he caught a flash of the baby’s
identification bracelet.
‘You fool,’ he screamed, ‘they can identify her from that.’
Frank aimed a vicious side-arm at Jane’s face which caught her across the cheek. As
he raised his arm to hit her again, she twisted away, desperately trying to protect the baby.
At that moment, a big Labrador ran out of the darkness and into their headlights.
Instinctively, Frank jabbed at the brakes and swung the steering wheel, but it was too
late to miss the dog. With a sickening thump, the Labrador went cart wheeling into the bush.
The swerve sent the car hurtling towards the shoulder of the road, into a patch of oil
where it started to slide. Frank jabbed at the brakes again but the combination of pills and
alcohol had slowed his reflexes. With a screech of tyres, the car left the road and crashed
into a tree.
Jane sat, stunned for a few seconds, but the baby’s screams snapped her back to
reality. Samantha was still wrapped tightly in her arms. Frank’s side had taken the worst of
the impact. He lay motionless, his eyes closed, draped over the steering wheel which pinned
him in his seat.
A roll of cash, the bulk of the kidnapping deposit, stuck out the top of his shirt pocket.
Jane’s cheek still ached from his blow. She reached out her hand towards him.
Frank opened his eyes and grabbed her wrist. ‘What do you think you’re doing?’ he
snarled, blood spraying from his cut mouth.
‘Taking... taking your pulse.’
‘Forget that. Just get me out of here!’
‘You’re hurt.’
‘I’ll live. But I’m stuck. Do something.’
She did. Leaning forward, she sank her teeth into his arm while snatching the money
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with her free hand.
Jane’s door had been flung open in the crash and as Frank screamed and released her
wrist, she and Samantha rolled out of the car.
‘Come back you…!’
She heard the words, but her brain shut them off. He’d live. Let someone else get him
out. Jane had only one thing on her mind. To get as far away from him as she could.
She thrust the roll of banknotes into her pocket and tightened her grip on Samantha as
she ran down the road in the direction of town.
As she ran, she realised from the noise and flashing lights up ahead that something was
happening around the next bend.
People! There were people up ahead. If she kept running towards them, she’d be safe.
Found…
With a stolen baby!
She veered off the road and sprinted into the woods. The noise of the rain cloaked the
sound of people yelling. It also cloaked the sound of Frank’s car behind her as it burst into
flames.
And Frank’s screaming.
***
Jane ran deeper into the bush. The voice in her head was back, telling her she’d chosen
the wrong option, but she was too terrified to listen. She’d stolen a baby. If she was caught,
she’d come out of jail an old woman.
That was the most terrifying thing of all. Being locked up.
After 10 minutes she halted, exhausted and slumped to the ground. Samantha was
crying and wouldn’t stop. Jane had no idea where they were. What was the town they were
driving into? Humber Creek? That was it.
But where was it? She was lost. Surrounded by a solid wall of trees. For all she knew,
she’d been running in circles.
And she couldn’t just turn up in town with a stolen baby. For a second, she considered
the alternative. Abandon Samantha there and then. No one would ever find the child in this
wilderness.
Even as she thought it, her conscience drove it from her head. She’d stolen this baby. It
was up to her to find it a good home. And keep herself out of jail.
She now had Frank’s money as well which meant he was sure to come looking for her.
He’d kill them both without a second thought.
Other thoughts surfaced. Her alibi wouldn’t hold up, she knew that now. Another one of
Frank’s stupid ideas she should have questioned.
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Of course the police would want to talk to her. And when they couldn’t find her, and she
didn’t come forward, she’d become a prime suspect.
Jane Upton was a marked woman. So was the baby. She took hold of the plastic
bracelet around Samantha’s wrist and managed to slide it off. Mustn’t throw it away, she told
herself. Don’t leave evidence.
That shocked her. Already, she was thinking like a criminal. In the distance, she heard a
pitiful howling. The dog they’d hit with the car. The sound of an animal waiting to die.
Which is what Jane determined not to do. The dawn was rising and the rain had
stopped as she leaned back against the trunk of a tree to gather her thoughts.
Light filtered down through the bush, creating strange patterns and shadows. Not all of
the shadows were made by branches.
Jane looked up. A huge man towered over her. His shirt clung to his massive chest, his
overalls were stained mud brown. His wet curly hair hung down over his face and strange
sounds erupted from his mouth.
A scream choked in Jane’s throat. She’d escaped from Frank to run into the town
psychopath!
The man leaned down, grunted, and reached out an enormous hand towards the crying
baby.
Jane lashed out with her foot, connecting with the man’s shin. He grunted again, this
time in pain, and stepped back. In a flash, Jane was on her feet and running.
She hugged the screaming baby to her and charged through the trees, not seeing or
feeling the branches tearing at her legs and arms, nor the blood that flowed from the
wounds.
On and on she ran, too terrified to stop, hearing the man crashing through the bush
behind her.
The bush thinned out and she caught a glimpse of colour through the green wall.
A house. Safety.
As she opened her mouth to yell for help, her shoe hit a patch of wet leaves. She felt
herself start to fall. The scream died in her throat, the baby flew from her arms and Jane’s
head crashed into the fallen branch that raced up to meet her.
She didn’t feel her hand open and release Samantha’s identification bracelet. She also
didn’t feel the blood oozing from her wounds.
All she felt was a sense of loss. She’d failed.
The last thing she heard as she lost consciousness was Samantha’s cry.
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Chapter Seven: The Present
Lauren stirred as Scott turned into St Josephs’ car park.
‘Thanks for letting me sleep,’ she said.
‘That’s okay. I was happy to be driving. My brain’s been going a million miles an hour.’
‘So this is it,’ she said, pointing through the windscreen at the rambling stone building.
‘What a dump.’
‘Have you decided what you want to do?’ he asked.
She shrugged. ‘One town’s much like any other.’
She looked so small, so fragile sitting beside him that he wanted to reach out and touch
her, comfort her. But she didn’t like to be touched. She’d made that quite clear.
‘You could wait in the car if you like,’ he said.
‘Why don’t I come in with you?’
He expected to be thrown out within 10 minutes of setting foot in the place. ‘Why not?’
Scott locked the car and they headed up the steps towards the entrance.
He still felt sorry for her. Wanted to say something to make her feel better. ‘This hunt for
my sister could take days, weeks, months. If you really want to tag along…’
She stopped and he saw the suspicion creep back into her eyes. ‘Where would we
sleep?’ she asked.
‘Motels...’ he began.
‘Forget it,’ she said, stepping away.
‘Hey, hear me out, will you?’ She’d obviously had problems with men before, but why
take it out on him? ‘I was just going to say, motels are out of the question. I can’t afford
them.’
‘Sorry, I thought…’ She left it unsaid.
‘But I have got a sleeping bag and a pup tent.’
She laughed, harshly. ‘And you want me to share them?’
‘No.’ He hadn’t meant that at all. ‘They’re for me. You can sleep in the car. I’ve got some
spare blankets.’
Lauren looked back down the steps to where the car was parked. ‘I’ve slept in worse.’
She swung her glance back to him, her big brown eyes burning into his. Scott wondered
if his mother had been like this. Always ready to put up barriers if someone tried to get too
close.
‘Come on,’ he told her leading her through the stone entrance arch.
‘This place is like an old castle,’ Lauren whispered. ‘I’m not surprised they lost your
sister. They could lose a football team in here.’
Scott gave his name to a young receptionist. When she heard it, she scurried off and
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returned with an older woman.
‘This one was here when the hospital was built,’ Lauren muttered, under her breath.
‘Her face is made of the same stone.’
‘I’m Miss Corman,’ said the woman as she arrived, glaring at Scott. ‘I told you not to
come here and bother us. And I warned you what would happen if you did.’
‘Don’t threaten me, Ms Corman.’
‘Miss Corman.’
‘They’re my files.’
‘We’ve already had this discussion. For the last time, they’re hospital property.’
Scott glanced at the piece of paper in his hand. ‘I’d like to see Mr Elphick.’
‘He’s busy.’
‘When will he be un-busy?’ asked Lauren.
‘Are you with this... boy?’
‘Yes,’ Lauren told the woman. ‘I’m his cousin.’
Scott did a double take.
Lauren added, ‘One of his relations you didn’t lose.’
Miss Corman’s face turned scarlet. She dropped her voice. ‘If you two aren’t out of here
by the time I count to 10, I’ll call security. One, two, three...’
Lauren looked around. ‘Going by the age of this place, all the guards will be carrying
swords.’
Scott jumped in. ‘Forgive my... cousin. She’s been under a lot of stress lately. Look,
Miss Corman, we’ve driven through the night to get here. Just let us see Mr Elphick and we’ll
leave without any more fuss.’
The woman crossed her arms. ‘Six, seven, eight...’
‘If you try to throw us out,’ Lauren warned, ‘I’ll scream the place down. I can see the
headlines in the local paper. “Innocent Girl Beaten Up By Hospital Thugs”.’
Miss Corman uncrossed her arms. ‘I don’t like being threatened.’
‘No one does,’ said Scott.
‘All right. I’ll check with Mr Elphick’s secretary. You two stay right where you are.’
As she rang through, Scott pulled Lauren aside. ‘Thanks, cousin.’
‘Better than telling old Stoneface I was just someone you picked up along the way.’
Scott saw her smile, faintly, as she said it, but her eyes were solemn.
Miss Corman put down the phone, and glared at them. ‘Consider yourselves lucky. Mr
Elphick will see you.’
‘You have five minutes,’ said the hospital Chief Administrator as they were ushered into
his office.
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‘You know why I’m here,’ said Scott.
‘You want to see your hospital files. Impossible. They’re confidential.’
‘So is this.’ Scott handed him the letter Gary had printed off.
As Elphick read it, his eyes widened. ‘Where did you get this?’
‘That doesn’t matter.’
Elphick leaned forward. ‘It matters a lot. Let me guess. You hacked into the hospital’s
computer system.’
‘Somebody did.’
‘I could call the police.’
‘And we could call the local TV newsroom,’ said Lauren.
‘Don’t threaten me, young lady. When Samantha Smith went missing, the police made a
full investigation. It was in all the papers and on TV. It’s old news.’
‘Look, Mr Elphick,’ said Scott, keeping his voice down, ‘I don’t want a media circus, but if
I told them the hospital was trying to stop me finding my sister...’ He let the words hang in
the air.
Elphick got the message. ‘We don’t want a media circus either. We had enough bad
publicity at the time.’
‘Then let me see those files and anything else that might give us a clue where to start
looking.’
***
‘Nothing here,’ said Scott, pushing away the papers. ‘At least nothing I don’t know
already.’
He and Lauren sat across a table, deep in the hospital’s basement. The room smelt of
mouldy brick and old paper.
‘Maybe Elphick’s hiding something,’ said Lauren.
‘I thought so at the beginning, but not anymore. He just wants to get rid of us.’
‘And to get his letter back.’
Elphick had also dug out newspaper clippings relating to the investigation to prove the
police had done a thorough job. That it really was old news. And a very cold case.
Scott and Lauren had found a quiet room and slowly read and re-read every story.
Lauren picked up one that had a blurred photo of a woman. ‘If we could only find her.
Jane Upton.’
‘That’s what the police have been trying to do for the last 17 years.’ He studied the
photo. ‘It’s out of focus. No one would recognise her from this. Where on earth did she
vanish to?’
‘Someone must know where she is.’
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‘If they do, they’re not telling.’
‘What about her family?’ asked Lauren. ‘She might have got in touch with one of them
when the heat died down.’
‘It’s an outside chance,’ said Scott, ‘but it’s better than nothing.’
***
‘This is all most irregular,’ said Quentin Elphick as they again sat in his office.
Scott skimmed Jane Upton’s personnel record. ‘So her father’s her only living relative.’
‘Assuming he’s still alive. That’s if alcoholic poisoning hasn’t killed him in the meantime.’
‘He had a drink problem?’
‘He and his daughter. She was very skilled at hiding it at work. Many alcoholics are. It all
came out in the investigation.’
‘But Jane’s father didn’t know where she went.’
‘So he claimed. He was hardly cooperative.’
Scott started to ask why, but Elphick finished the sentence first.
‘He didn’t like the police. You see, Maurice Upton had a criminal record.’
‘Jane’s father?’
‘Something else that came out in the investigation,’ said Elphick. ‘A string of minor
convictions. Shoplifting, things like that.’
‘Was he a suspect in the kidnapping?’
‘That old drunk? Out of his league.’
‘But he might have withheld information,’ said Scott.
‘Only he knows that,’ said Elphick. ‘It wouldn’t surprise me.’
Scott jotted down Maurice Upton’s address before closing the file and handing it back.
‘Let’s forget this meeting ever took place,’ said Elphick.
‘Suits me,’ said Scott.
‘Good,’ said Elphick. ‘And neither of you has seen any confidential hospital files.’
‘Got it,’ said Lauren. ‘And you don’t know any computer hackers.’
Elphick nodded and showed them to the door, without offering to shake hands.
They passed Miss Corman as they walked across the hospital foyer.
‘I hope you’re satisfied,’ she told them. Her tone of voice suggested the opposite.
‘Yes,’ said Lauren. ‘The files on you were fascinating.’
They left her spluttering and ran down the steps to where they’d left the car.
‘Where do we go from here?’ asked Lauren.
‘Let’s check out Jane Upton’s father before we talk to Vera Mason. That’s if you still
want to help.’
‘Sure, cousin. I’ll stick with you. That’s what family are for.’ She hesitated. ‘Or so I’m
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told.’
***
As Scott drove into Orchard Place, the last known address of Maurice Upton, Lauren
gripped the dashboard and braced herself.
‘What’s wrong?’ asked Scott.
Lauren didn’t want to answer that question so she told a half-truth. ‘I’m feeling a bit car
sick. I’ll be okay.’
The sickness in her stomach had nothing to do with the motion of the car. It had more to
do with memories.
‘Yuck,’ said Scott. ‘Can you imagine living here?’
‘Yes,’ said Lauren, which brought her a sharp glance.
‘You’ve never been to Lansville.’
‘Every town and city has streets like this.’
She’d lived in some of them. Paint-scabbed dwellings, broken windows, leaking gutters.
And old cars, some sitting up on blocks, parked on overgrown front lawns.
Scott said, ‘You’d think these people would move somewhere else.’
Lauren sighed, but didn’t comment. He’d led such a different life. Sheltered from the
grim realities she took for granted. Why did some people have all the luck?
As soon as the thought arose, she cut it off. She didn’t need to envy anyone. Because
her luck was about to change, for the better. She was going to make it happen.
‘This is it,’ said Scott, pulling up outside number 15. The once cream house had faded
to a chalky white. Patches of primer showed where, long ago, someone had started to paint
it, but quit. The house stood a few metres back from the road, through a wooden gate with a
broken hinge.
Lauren hung back and let Scott lead the way. She knew what she’d find inside. Another
image from any dead-end street. Any town. Anywhere.
The front door had three panes of glass. Two of them were cracked. Scott pushed the
bell. There was no response from inside.
‘Knock,’ she suggested. ‘Hard.’
He did, and the sound of it echoed back to them from inside, followed by a muffled bark
and a shuffling sound.
The door opened and an elderly man with stooped shoulders and sad, watery eyes
stared at them. His torn and filthy dressing gown failed to hide the knee-less trousers.
Behind him, in the dim passage, stood an equally pathetic mongrel.
‘What is it?’ he asked, his alcohol-laden breath wafting out to meet them. ‘You kids
collecting for charity?’
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‘No...’ Scott began.
‘What, then?’ The mouth was like a puppet. Toothless. ‘You selling insurance?’
‘No,’ said Scott. ‘We’re looking for Mr Upton. Is that you?’
The man scowled. ‘Who wants to know?’
‘I’m Scott Wilson. This is Lauren Baker. Can we talk to you for a few minutes?’
‘About what? My eternal soul? If you’re selling religion, you’re too late.’ The man
sniggered, which brought a supporting bark from the dog. ’Seventy years too late. I already
sold my soul to the devil.’
Yeah, thought Lauren, the devil in a bottle. Maurice Upton would have been right at
home with the Yorks.
‘Please,’ said Scott, stepping forward, causing the man to back off. ‘We want to talk to
you. It’ll only take a few minutes.’
The old man stopped as the dog let out a threatening growl. ‘Shut up, mutt. Let me
think.’ He licked his shrivelled lips. ‘My time’s valuable. And time is money.’
Scott faltered, but Lauren jumped in, hiding her revulsion. ‘If you’re Maurice Upton, we’ll
make it worth your while.’
‘Cash?’
‘After we talk,’ said Scott.
Upton hesitated, then kicked out at the dog which retreated. ‘Let the people in, stupid.
Where are your manners?’
The hallway led off into a dingy front room, packed tight with threadbare furniture.
Untold cigarettes had left their legacy in the chairs. Bottles and glasses lay where they’d
been dropped, gathering dust. Their dregs had added new texture to the carpet.
Maurice Upton flopped down in an overstuffed armchair and picked up a half-empty
bottle of beer, waving it at them.
‘Want a drink?’
Lauren shook her head and she saw Scott do the same as he lowered himself gingerly
into the cleanest chair he could find. She remained standing.
Upton took a swig from the bottle, drained it, then immediately produced another one
out of nowhere, like a magician.
‘It’s about your daughter,’ said Scott.
‘Isn’t it always? That’s all anyone wants to talk about. Never about me. Never, how are
you, Mr Upton? Nice day, Mr Upton. No, it’s always - where’s Jane?’
‘Do you know where she is?’
‘Didn’t know then, and don’t know now.’
‘The police never found her.’
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‘Who’d trust a cop?’
A third bottle of beer materialised.
Scott said, ‘Did you help your daughter in any way?’
‘No!’ He seemed genuinely offended. ‘What do you think I am?’
A hopeless, pathetic old drunk thought Lauren. ‘But you did spend time in prison,’ she
said.
He glared at her, his eyes not focusing. ‘Not for stealing kids.’
‘Mr Upton,’ said Scott. ‘The baby who disappeared was my sister. My twin sister.’
‘I’m sorry,’ said the old man, looking down at the bottle in his hand, ‘really sorry. But I
lost something, too.’ Tears flowed down his unshaven chin and onto his dressing gown. ‘I
lost my daughter.’
Sure, thought Lauren. You lost someone to buy your booze and get drunk with. She had
no illusions about the man in front of her. She’d seen too many just like him.
‘We’ll try and find Jane for you,’ said Scott.
Maurice Upton looked up. ‘No! You mustn’t find her. They’ll send her to jail.’
‘We don’t want to send anyone to jail,’ said Scott.
‘What do you think they’ll do if they catch her? Give her a medal?’
Scott said, ‘We just want to find my sister.’
‘Is there anything at all you can tell us?’ asked Lauren. ‘Maybe some little thing you
forgot to tell the police.’
Upton took another swig. ‘Forgot?’ he muttered to himself, emptying the bottle,
producing another.
Umpteen bottles of beer on top of whatever else he’d drunk before they arrived. Every
new mouthful took him further into an alcoholic stupor. He kept muttering, talking to himself.
‘Mr Upton...’ Scott began, but stopped when Lauren shook her head.
‘Just listen,’ she whispered. ‘He’s so smashed, he might let his guard down.’
Maurice Upton’s voice was barely audible. ‘Forgot?’ He repeated the word several
times, rolling it around his empty gums. ‘Did I forget?’
The alcoholic haze closed around him like a blanket. ‘No, I remember,’ he muttered.
‘Dreaming. That’s what she was doing. Dreaming.’ He almost spat out the next word.
‘Kessler! What sort of name is that. Who’d want to be a Kessler?’
Lauren stayed silent, willing him to tell them more.
Scott wasn’t as patient. ‘Kessler?’
Maurice Upton opened his eyes. ‘What?’
‘You just said a name. Kessler.’
‘I don’t know anyone called Kessler.’
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‘Was it someone who knew Jane? Someone you didn’t tell the police about?’
Upton forced himself to his feet, his face crimson. ‘You didn’t hear nothing from me,’ he
screamed.
‘Yes, we did,’ said Lauren. ‘Who’s Kessler?’
Upton raised his bottle, threateningly. ‘Get out of here.’
Scott and Lauren backpedalled quickly, heading for the door, the dog snapping at their
heels.
Upton tried a drunken lunge, but tripped on some loose carpet and went sprawling. As
he hit the ground, the bottle flew out of his hand and shattered against the door surround.
‘Let him be,’ Lauren warned as Scott started to go to his aid. ‘There’s nothing you can
do.’
‘What if he’s hurt?’
‘He’s okay. Look.’
As they watched, Maurice Upton lifted his head.
‘I’m leaving you something, Mr Upton,’ said Scott as he extracted some cash and laid it
on the carpet. ‘For helping us.’
Upton pulled a face at them. Lauren couldn’t tell whether it was a frown or a pathetic
smile. Within seconds, the old man was fast asleep where he’d fallen.
Even the dog licking his face didn’t stir him. Or stop him snoring.
‘Let’s get out of here,’ said Lauren.
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Chapter Eight
Vera Mason lived in a quiet part of town, on the second floor of an apartment building.
Compared to Upton’s house, it was a palace.
‘This is a big improvement,’ said Lauren as they climbed the stairs. Scott was pleased to
see colour back in her cheeks. She’d been strange after leaving the Upton house, a bit edgy.
He’d asked her why and she’d told him about some of the creeps she’d met. Lauren
was right. She and Scott were from different worlds.
They found Apartment 10 and Scott knocked on the door. There didn’t seem to be
anyone home. He was about to leave and come back later when Lauren held up her hand.
‘I can hear someone moving about inside.’
Then why hadn’t they answered the door? Scott wondered. Had he and Lauren
stumbled on a burglary in progress? Had something happened to Vera?
His doubts disappeared as the door opened. ‘Yes?’
‘We’re looking for Mrs Vera Mason.’
The woman who stood in front of them wore a warm, paint-splattered smile.
‘I’m Vera Mason. Sorry I took so long to answer.’ She waved the paint brush in her
hand. ‘Had to finish the bit I was doing.’
Vera wore an outsized shirt over her well-padded body, and a pair of baggy jeans. Her
hair, streaked with grey, was pulled back and tied with a scarf. Scott figured she was around
50.
‘Now you know who I am,’ said Vera. ‘Who are you?’
‘Samantha Smith’s twin brother.’
Vera almost dropped the paint brush. ‘Scott. You’re Scott...’
‘Wilson. I was adopted out.’
‘And who’s this with you?’
Lauren stepped forward. ‘I’m his...’
‘Friend,’ said Scott. ‘Lauren Baker.’
‘Don’t just stand there, come in,’ said Vera, waving them inside. The contrast between
inside and outside was startling.
‘Love the colour scheme,’ said Lauren, looking around. ‘Great accents.’
Vera looked pleased. ‘Excuse the mess. As you can see, there’s more paint on me than
on the wall.’
‘Does Mr Mason help?’
‘He’s dead,’ said Vera, bending down to hammer the lid on the paint tin. ‘Died of a
stroke almost two years ago.’
‘I’m sorry,’ said Lauren. ‘I didn’t...’
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‘Of course you didn’t. No apology needed. These things happen. You’ve just got to get
on with life.’
She straightened up and wiped her hands on a rag. ‘You two want coffee? I’m going to
have one. I haven’t even had breakfast yet. What about something to eat as well?’
Scott and Lauren both nodded. Their last food was the middle of the night hamburgers.
Within five minutes, Vera returned with coffee and steaming hot muffins. ‘Thank
goodness for microwaves.’
As Lauren tucked into the muffins, Scott brought Vera up to date. ‘We knew you were
still interested in the case because we came across a letter Elphick had written to you.’
‘Where did you find that?’
‘We promised not to tell,’ said Lauren, between mouthfuls.
‘I can guess. You kids and your computers.’
‘No computer could bake these,’ said Lauren.
‘Nice to have someone appreciate my cooking again.’
‘Don’t your children...?’
‘I have no children.’
‘Whoops,’ said Lauren. ‘My day for putting my big foot in it.’
‘I did have a daughter, once,’ Vera explained. ‘She died when she was a few months
old. Sudden Infant Death Syndrome, more commonly known at the time as Cot Death.’ The
sadness of the memory ringed her eyes. ‘I couldn’t have any more.’
Scott let a moment’s silence pass, letting the pain recede before he started the next
question. ‘Mrs Mason...’
‘Call me, Vera. Everyone else does.’
Scott put down his coffee. ‘Vera, you nursed my mother. What can you tell me about
her?’
Vera paused and cast her mind back. ‘How much do you know?’
‘Not much.’
‘Do you know your mother was a runaway?’
Scott nodded. ‘The Wilsons told me. Also that she was a street kid.’
‘Goodness knows how long she’d been living rough like that.’
‘And she was also into drugs,’ Scott added, quietly.
‘Poor girl was skin and bone,’ said Vera. ‘Giving birth to twins seemed to suck all the life
out of her.’
Scott shuddered.
‘Sorry,’ said Vera, ‘but you did ask me.’
‘That’s okay. I want the truth. That’s why I’m here. I’ve had too many lies already.’
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‘Your mother tried to put on a tough act, Scott, but I think that’s all it was. An act.
Underneath the bravado, she was simply scared.’
Scott said. ‘I don’t even have any pictures of her.’ At that moment he envied Lauren. At
least she had pictures of her dead parents. She’d also known them. Talked to them.
Vera said, ‘Theresa was a good looking girl. She had your eyes, Scott. Samantha had
them, too.’
‘So we were alike,’ said Scott.
‘You and Samantha were like blonde peas in a pod.’
‘Do you think she’s still alive?’
‘Honestly?’ Vera shrugged. ‘I don’t know. I hope so. I’d like to find out the truth. I still feel
guilty about what happened.’
‘We’ve seen the hospital,’ said Lauren. ‘Security must be a nightmare.’
‘It was even worse back then.’
‘Vera, what do you think happened?’
She took a few seconds before answering. ‘I’ve asked myself that question a million
times. I knew Jane Upton had a drinking problem, but she never came to work drunk. And it
never interfered with her doing her job.’
‘But you think it was her.’
‘It had to be,’ said Vera. ‘She knew the hospital well enough to get in and out of that
ward without being seen.’
‘Okay,’ said Scott, ‘let’s assume the police and everybody else were right. Jane took
Samantha and disappeared. Why?’
‘Again, only guesses. One theory was a baby smuggling ring.’
Scott went cold. ‘That makes my skin crawl.’
Vera said, ‘It was only a theory.’
‘How did she leave town?’
‘She’d have needed a car,’ said Vera. ‘But she didn’t own one.’
‘Then she could have had an accomplice.’
‘The police went over all this at the time,’ said Vera.
‘Without success,’ said Scott.
Vera nodded.
‘Did she have any friends?’ Lauren asked. ‘Any boyfriends?’
Vera shook her head. ‘She was pretty much a loner. Never seemed to have any man
friends. Except...’
‘What?’
‘Before she disappeared, she was unusually happy. Taking more care of herself. Even
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drinking a bit less. I figured it had to be a man.’
‘Any idea who he was?’
‘She kept him well hidden. Like a treasure that someone might steal from under her
nose.’
‘So no name.’
‘I did hear her talking to him one night on the phone. I only came in on the end of the
conversation, but I heard her say “Frank”. I didn’t ask her about him. It was none of my
business.’
‘Did you tell the police?’
‘Of course, but do you know how many Franks there are in this country?’
Scott glanced at Lauren then back to Vera. ‘We have another name. If we’re lucky, the
two might go together.’
Lauren told Vera of their meeting with Maurice Upton. And how the name “Kessler” had
slipped out in a drunken haze.
‘We’re sure it had something to do with Jane because of his reaction.’
‘I’ve never heard of anyone called Frank Kessler,’ said Vera. ‘If there really is such a
person.’
‘But if there is,’ said Scott, ‘he may know where Samantha is.’
‘Someone has to,’ said Lauren.
‘That’s right,’ said Scott. ‘A baby can’t just vanish.’
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Chapter Nine: The Past
It sounded like a baby crying. But that was impossible!
Alice Parr shook her head and sat up in bed. The mind could play tricks in the early
morning. More likely it was the sound of an animal out in the woods.
The same damp and musty woods where her son Norman loved to roam. His own
personal playground, where his child-like mind and huge adult body could exist without the
stares and whispers of others.
As she listened, Alice realised the rain had finally stopped. What a downpour. And
Norman would have been out in it, for sure. Day or night, rain or shine, he was hard to
contain.
Short of locking him up, what could she do?
At least she knew it wasn’t Norman crying. He only grunted. How different life would be
if her only child hadn’t been born brain-damaged.
She might have had grandchildren by now.
Alice climbed out of bed slowly, taking a moment to shake the early morning stiffness
from her limbs, and ran her fingers through her hair. She’d earned every grey strand.
As she reached for her dressing gown, Alice heard the cry again. No doubt about it, the
sound was coming from inside the house. Norman must have found a stray animal and
brought it home. It wouldn’t be the first time.
‘Norman!’
Alice hurried out of her bedroom and down the corridor. She flung open the kitchen door
and stopped dead as Norman spun around to face her.
In his arms, he held a baby.
Alice didn’t scream or shout. Instead she stepped forward. ‘Norman. Give the baby to
me.’
His big mouth dropped open, disappointment written all over his face.
‘Norman. Give me the baby.’ She held out her hands.
He grunted and passed the screaming infant across at arms’ length. Alice clutched it to
her chest. ‘There, there, you’re safe now.’ The baby was soaking wet, muddy and very
hungry.
‘Norman, boil some water. Quickly.’
Alice lay the child on the kitchen table and peeled off the wet clothing. A baby girl.
Nappies. She hadn’t needed any since Norman was tiny, but she had some old towels
which she could cut up. They’d have to do in the meantime.
Wrapping the baby in a blanket, she turned to the problem of how to feed it. The last
time Norman had brought home an orphaned animal she’d gone out and bought some teats
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and feeding bottles. She rummaged around in the kitchen cupboards till she found them.
As the water boiled, she threw them in to sterilise, then warmed some milk from the
fridge. It was only as she felt the tiny jaws wrap themselves around the feeding bottle that
Alice realised something.
She had no idea where Norman had found the child!
Alice had been so busy, the thought hadn’t crossed her mind. Now as the child sucked
in the soothing milk, Alice stared at her son who sat on a kitchen chair and watched her.
She tried to read his face but couldn’t. Communication was hard at the best of times.
Worse when Norman got upset and he was upset now.
Even though he seemed to understand a lot of things, he had no real way of answering
back. He was a child himself, trapped in a grown-up’s body.
When the milk had gone, she wrapped the baby in a blanket, ‘Norman, I want you show
me where you found this child.’
The big man shook his head. He didn’t understand.
‘Norman. Come.’ She walked out the back door and Norman followed. Alice held the
baby out and turned in a circle, speaking slowly. ‘Where-did-she-come-from?’
Norman grunted, flicked his wet curly hair out of his face and set off down the back path
in a shambling run, past the shed, and into the woods that butted up to their property. Alice
followed, trying to avoid the mud and puddles left after the rain.
The little girl lay, snuggled into her chest, contented and fed. It was years since Alice
had been so close to a young baby. It made her think again of grandchildren.
After a few minutes, Norman stopped.
‘What is it, Norman?’
He pointed at the ground.
Alice cradled the baby in her arms and crouched down to look. The damp earth around
a fallen branch had been scuffed up. There was something on the branch. Alice looked
closer.
Blood. And there was more blood mixed with the mud around it. The blood was fresh.
Since the rain.
Alice straightened up, clutching the child. ‘Norman, what happened here?’
Norman’s face was blank. He didn’t understand. Or was he only pretending not to
understand? Alice had an awful thought.
‘Norman, was there someone else here? With the baby?’
He blinked furiously. That usually meant yes.
‘Was it a woman?’
Again he blinked. Alice was sure now that it was human blood on the ground. A
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woman’s blood. But where had she gone? Alice tried again, keeping her voice low and calm.
‘Norman. Did you... touch the woman?’
This time Norman’s eyes rolled back in his head.
What did that mean? Yes? No? Maybe? Or was Norman just frightened?
Alice stood still and tried to work out what had happened. Obviously, Norman had
encountered the woman and baby in the woods. Something had happened to the woman
and Norman had brought the baby home.
What if the woman was dead? Or worse still…
What if Norman had killed her?
Alice shivered as the rain returned.
She drew the blanket up over the baby’s head and hurried back home, Norman close
behind.
As she reached the house, she became aware of early morning traffic noise. Her house
sat on the outskirts of Humber Creek, well back from the road, reached by a narrow path that
ran down the side of The Golden Mile Motel.
It was a cheap motel, the cheapest in town, but the people who stayed there had never
caused her any problems.
It helped that her house was private, hidden from the road and the motel by a tall, thick
hedge.
The only other property in the immediate area was the tiny cottage next door. It was
also shielded by the hedge in front, and separated from Alice’s house by a row of trees.
The cottage had stood empty since the old man died. It was currently for sale, but
there’d been no takers. Potential buyers had been scared off when they saw Norman.
That was a lucky break. With the cottage empty, there was less chance of witnesses.
That’s if Norman really had killed the woman.
Alice had to find out. Asking Norman would do no good. She had to investigate it
herself. She glanced out the window. The rain was coming down in buckets.
It poured all that day, and most of the night, making a search of the woods impossible.
Alice stayed close by the radio, listening as the news bulletins reported the missing baby girl,
stolen from St Josephs hospital in Lansville.
Police were looking for a nurse who’d recently quit her job at the hospital.
That must be who I’m looking for as well, thought Alice. If Norman’s killed her, she has
to be out there in the woods.
A later bulletin named the nurse as Jane Upton. The hospital refused to identify the
baby. A spokesman did confirm the baby was an orphan. The mother had died within hours
of the birth.
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No one had any idea of the whereabouts of either the nurse or the baby.
The child was still asleep in Alice’s bed as she let herself out of the house just before
daybreak. The rain had eased enough to start the search.
The first thing Alice saw was Norman’s muddy boots on the back porch. She cursed her
stupidity. She’d been too preoccupied with the baby. She should have locked Norman in his
room. Something she’d never had to do before, but things had changed dramatically in the
last 24 hours.
What had Norman been doing overnight? The mud on the boots covered the sides as
well as the soles.
By the look of them, Norman had been digging. Had he gone out in the night and buried
the woman’s body?
The thought made Alice shiver. Stay calm, she told herself. Think. Where would Norman
have buried the body? Alice tried to project herself into his mind but failed.
She headed for the spot where she’d found the blood and tried to pick up some sort of
trail.
Within minutes she realised it was hopeless. The rain had washed away the blood and
anything else that might lead her to the missing woman. There were hills and hills full of
bush behind the house. The body could be anywhere.
She turned back towards the house, retracing her steps. First she’d feed the baby, then
decide what to do next. Alice picked up her pace.
As she neared the house, she saw something she’d missed on the way out. A shovel,
lying on the ground, behind the shed. She was always telling Norman not to leave tools out
in the rain.
As she pushed through the undergrowth to rescue it, she stopped. The shovel was lying
on top of something.
A mound of freshly dug earth.
Alice wanted to run, but knew she couldn’t. She had to know for sure. She swung the
shovel and it sliced into the fresh, damp dirt.
That’s when she spotted the shiny thing lying on top of the dirt. Alice dropped the shovel
and picked it up.
A baby’s identification bracelet!
Rain had seeped inside the plastic cover, obliterating the surname. But the first name
was still legible. A girl’s name. Samantha. Such a pretty name. Alice gasped. What was she
thinking of?
The bracelet belonged to the child in her house. There was no need to dig any further in
the fresh dirt. The newly dug mound was obviously the grave of the missing nurse. The
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woman Norman had killed and buried. Jane Upton.
Calling the police was out of the question. Norman would spend the rest of his life in an
institution.
Alice had already rejected that option. His father may have deserted Norman at birth,
but Alice swore she’d never do the same. She’d never let her son go. Never. He needed her.
What she’d found would have to stay a secret. Norman could never tell anyone. Nor
would she.
Snatching up the shovel, she sprinted for the house.
Within a week, the media had forgotten the kidnapping. With no new leads, they moved
on to other stories.
Alice went back to the grave just once and dragged some large stones over the top to
stop any stray animals digging it up.
And she started locking Norman away at nights. He hated it, but he’d already killed
once. She couldn’t take any chances.
Alice also bought a scrapbook which she filled with newspaper clippings and photos of
the storm that had devastated large areas, destroying homes and killing a number of people.
The same storm that had brought her an unexpected gift.
As life settled into a new routine, she reminded herself that nothing was all bad. A
motherless child had found a good home. It was almost like having a grandchild.
Alice even learned to smile again.
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Chapter Ten: The Present
‘Frank Kessler,’ said Gary down the phone line. ‘Got it. Where do I start looking?’
‘If we knew that,’ said Scott, ‘we wouldn’t be asking you.’
‘We?’
‘I’ve met this girl...’
‘Don’t tell me,’ said Gary. ‘Prince Charming strikes again.’
‘It’s not like that.’
‘Sure, sure. Hey, your parents rang me before.’
‘The Wilsons?’
‘Don’t stay mad at them, Scott. They’re as upset as you are about what happened. Half
the teenagers in the world would kill for parents like them.’
Scott glimpsed Lauren in the kitchen with Vera. ‘Maybe,’ was all he said in reply.
‘Anyway, they wanted to know if I’d heard from you. What do I say?’
‘Tell them I’m fine, but you don’t know where I am.’
‘Okay, if that’s the way you want to play it. But don’t let searching for your real family
destroy the one you’ve already got.’
‘Cut the counselling and find Frank Kessler for me.’
‘Yes, Oh-Big-Chief. Just remember, the difficult I do straight away. The impossible takes
time.’
Scott laughed. ‘And a pizza. Hang in there with me, Gary. I need all the friends I can
get.’
‘I’ll call you right back.’
Scott hung up and headed back to the kitchen. ‘What’s this?’ he asked as he walked in
and found Lauren covered in flour.
‘A baking lesson,’ said Vera.
Scott grinned. ‘Just don’t let her loose with a paint brush.’
Lauren flicked a blob of the cake mix which caught him on the cheek.
‘Hey, that’s assault with a deadly weapon.’
‘You haven’t even tasted it yet,’ said Lauren.
‘We’ll have it for supper,’ said Vera, shooing Lauren away from the bench. ‘Get cleaned
up while I pop it in the oven.’
Lauren headed for the bathroom, poking her tongue out at Scott as she went by.
‘Some girl,’ said Vera as Scott helped her clean up the mess.
‘She’s had a miserable life.’
‘She told me part of it. But, for all the knock-backs, she’s still got plenty of spunk.’
‘They’ll send her to a girls home next time.’
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‘It’s not fair,’ said Vera. ‘She deserves better than that.’
Two hours later the phone woke Scott who was wrapped in his sleeping bag on Vera’s
sofa. It was Gary.
‘Sorry to ring so late, but it took longer than I thought. Next time, give me an easy job,
will you?’
‘You got something?’ Scott grabbed his notebook.
‘Why else would I ring you in the middle of the night?’
Lauren wandered out of the spare room, dressed in a borrowed pair of Vera’s pyjamas,
several sizes too big. ‘Who’s that?’ she asked, rubbing her eyes.
Scott covered the mouthpiece. ‘Gary. I told you about him. He’s amazing.’
‘I heard that,’ said Gary. ‘And you don’t know how amazing I am. Do you know how
many Kesslers there are?’
‘Is this a trick question?’ asked Scott.
‘I got it down to a shortlist of three. All Frank. One of them is a brain surgeon.’
‘Doesn’t sound like our man,’ said Scott. ‘Who else have you got?’
‘An ex-truck driver.’
‘And?’
‘With a criminal record.’
‘Sounds promising. What was he inside for?’
‘Transporting bootleg booze,’ said Gary. ‘He’s 94.’
‘Thanks a lot,’ said Scott.
‘Don’t you want to hear number three?’
‘Shoot.’
‘So did our third Frank Kessler,’ said Gary. ‘Shoot, I mean.’
‘He what?’
‘Shot and wounded the owner of a liquor store. Frank number three was only a teenager
at the time.’
Scott gripped the phone. ‘What else?’
‘Got out on parole, eventually, but he’s been in and out of jail ever since. Sounds like a
nasty bit of goods.’
‘Where is he now?’
‘Back inside. I’ve just hacked into the prison where he is. They’re having computer
trouble, but I got what I could.’
‘What’s he in for this time?’
‘Looked like something minor, originally, but then he stabbed someone in a prison fight
and got his sentence extended.’
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‘What a charmer.’ Scott noted it all on the pad, along with the address of the prison.
‘And you’re sure he’s still there.’
‘I can even tell you what he had for breakfast this morning.’
‘No, thanks. Gary, I owe you.’
‘We’ve already worked out the fee.’
Scott nodded to himself. Gary’s date. He wouldn’t forget.
‘Before you hang up,’ said Gary. ‘This new girl of yours. Is she pretty?’
Lauren was sitting there, watching him. Scott said, ‘It’s not a good time to talk about it.’
‘Is she pretty? Yes or no.’
‘Yes.’
‘How would you rate her on a scale of one to 10. Ten being tops.’
‘Gary...’
‘Listen, Romeo, I’ve been up half the night working for you. The least you can do is let
me share your fantasies.’
‘I told you. It’s not like that.’
‘One to 10.’
‘All right. Nine.’
‘Nine!’ Gary yelled down the phone. ‘Within 24 hours of leaving here, you’ve picked up a
nine? It’s not fair.’
‘Gary, I’m going to hang up now. Goodnight.’
‘What’s a nine?’ asked Lauren as he put down the phone.
Scott started to blush. ‘Computer talk.’
Vera saved him by wandering in, tying up her dressing gown. ‘I assume that wasn’t for
me.’
As she dropped into an easy chair, Scott brought her and Lauren up to date on Frank
Kessler.
Vera frowned. ‘What if it’s not him?’
Scott shook his head. ‘It’s him all right. I just know it. The same way I know Samantha is
still alive.’
‘Okay,’ said Vera, ‘but what if he won’t talk to you? Have you thought of that?’
‘We could always bribe him,’ said Lauren. ‘Like we did with Jane’s father.’
‘He might not be as cheap,’ said Scott.
Vera leaned forward. ‘Lauren, it’s probably none my business, but are you sure you
want to go along?’
‘Why not?’
‘Who knows where you’ll end up.’
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‘It’s got to be better than what I just left,’ Lauren said, quietly.
Vera turned to Scott. ‘How are your finances?’
‘Tight.’
‘Sorry, that’s none of my business either.’
‘That’s okay. We’ll survive. We’re travelling cheap. I brought along a pup tent.’
Vera looked at Lauren and raised an eyebrow.
‘Don’t worry, Vera, we’ve been through this,’ said Lauren. ‘I’m going to sleep in the car.’
She smiled. ‘With all the doors locked.’
‘Then I’d better stop worrying.’ Vera stood up. ‘Why don’t we all go back to bed?’
Lauren pulled her outsized pyjamas around her. ‘What time do we leave?’ she asked
Scott.
‘Straight after breakfast,’ he replied. ‘But I have one stop to make first.’
‘Where?’
‘My mother’s grave.’
***
The dew was still on the long grass, soaking his sneakers as he walked across the
cemetery lawns. He’d asked Lauren to wait in the car. This was one thing he wanted to do
alone.
The budget graves were over in one corner and hard to find. None of them had
headstones.
They all looked the same. Cheap name plates screwed to small stone slabs. Like
stepping stones. Stepping stones to where? Scott hoped, for his mother, it was to a better
life.
A few of the plates had names engraved on them. A few had dates of birth or death.
None of them had all three. This was the section where the unwanted, the unloved, the
forgotten, were buried. Cheap funerals paid for by the city. Even the grass in this section
was longer than in the rest of the cemetery.
Scott finally located the grave of Theresa Smith. No birth date on the plate. Only the
date of death. Scott stared at it. Below that stone were the remains of his mother.
He knelt down and stroked the stone. He was surprised by the huge chasm which
opened up inside him. A giant black hole. An overpowering sense of loss. Of regret for what
might have been.
And an even stronger commitment to find Samantha!
***
’Want to talk about it?’ Lauren asked Scott as they drove.
They’d been on the road for an hour and Scott had hardly spoken a word. Lauren had
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read the signs.
Scott kept his eyes looking straight ahead. ‘What’s to talk about?’
Typical male, thought Lauren. ‘Tell me how you felt.’
‘I didn’t even cry. Is that wrong?’
‘There’s a time for tears,’ said Lauren.
At first, she’d shed buckets of tears for her dead parents, but that stage had passed. ‘I
haven’t cried since I was 10.’
‘You’re kidding.’
‘No. I decided then I’d cried enough to last me a lifetime.’
Scott fell silent.
Lauren said, ‘The last time I visited my parents’ grave, I got angry.’
‘Angry?’ Scott shot her a glance. ‘Why would you get angry?’
‘I blamed them for dying and making me live in foster homes all these years.’
‘That’s crazy.’
‘That’s what a lot of people think. But a school counsellor told me that anger is all part of
the grieving progress. Everyone goes through it.’
‘It wasn’t your parent’s fault they got killed.’
‘It still made me mad. The way you’re still mad with your parents. The Wilsons.’
‘Rubbish.’
Lauren shook her head. How could he cut them off like that? Lauren liked Scott. He was
good looking, intelligent, gentle. But when he talked about the couple who’d adopted him,
who’d raised him as their son, he turned to ice.
‘I’ve got good reason to be angry with them,’ said Scott. ‘They lied to me. First about my
real parents, then about Samantha.’
‘They were only trying to protect you.’
‘Whose side are you on?’
Lauren made a quick mental comparison between what she knew about the Wilsons
and her last foster parents. ‘Scott, I just think you’re very lucky to have people who care for
you that much.’
He wasn’t about to give in. ‘What they did was still wrong.’
‘So they aren’t perfect. Who is? Just be thankful they adopted you. Your real mother
was a street kid. What sort of life would you have had with her?’
That hit him. ‘Let’s drop the subject, okay?’
‘Okay, but if we come back in another life, I get to live with the Wilsons and you get to
live with the Yorks. Deal?’
Scott smiled, but didn’t reply.
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‘What are you going to say to Frank Kessler?’ she asked, changing the subject.
‘I’m going to ask him where my sister is.’
‘Great,’ said Lauren. ‘Very subtle.’
‘Maybe I’d better ease into it,’ he said.
Lauren laughed as Brett dropped into a mock, movie tough-guy voice.
‘Hey you, Frankie. I’m talkin’ to you, punk. How’d you like me to punch your lights out?
No? Well, then you better tell me, and tell me straight. Where’s my sister, huh? Where’s
Samantha?’
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Chapter Eleven
She woke from a restless sleep and sat up in bed. Her long blonde hair fell over her
face and she brushed it out of her eyes. As she did, she thought of what she and Carol were
planning to do in the morning, before school. But that was still hours away. She looked at her
bedside clock. It was still the middle of the night.
The room was too hot for sleep so she walked over and pushed open the window, as
wide as it would go. That didn’t help much, so she padded down to the kitchen and helped
herself to a glass of iced water from the fridge.
It wasn’t only the heat that stopped her sleeping. It was all the tension in the house.
Tension that had been building this last year. She thought about it as she sipped the water.
Tension she didn’t need with exams looming.
Things were changing for Samantha Parr, and changing fast. She was about to leave
Humber Creek to start the next phase of her life. Her high school marks were exceptional, in
the top five. But Humber Creek had no university. That meant leaving town to do her degree.
She poured another glass of water and headed back to her room. As she passed his
door, she heard Norman’s heavy breathing. How could he sleep in that oven?
The big padlock was in place, as it had been for as long as Samantha could remember.
Why did Aunt Alice insist on locking him up at night? He wandered free during daylight
hours, but come sundown, he had to be by his mother’s side or locked in his room. And with
his window nailed shut.
What was her aunt frightened of? Did she think Norman might hurt himself in the woods
at night? Did she think he might hurt someone else?
Samantha shook her head. Impossible. Norman wouldn’t hurt a flea. So why did Aunt
Alice lock him up every night? Something else Aunt Alice didn’t want to talk about.
She was like that with questions about Samantha’s past.
From an early age, Samantha had seen the scrap book with the newspaper cuttings
about the storm that had caused so much damage and killed all those people. Including her
parents.
Samantha had been staying with Alice at the time and her aunt had kept the orphaned
child, and raised her in Humber Creek.
That story had been enough to satisfy Samantha till she was about 10 or 11. Then she
started to ask more questions and Aunt Alice added a bit more to the story. But not much.
Samantha’s parents were called John and Mary Parr. Distant relations of Aunt Alice.
Same surname, yes.
Their home had been destroyed in the storm. That’s why there were no surviving family
photos.
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And yes, perhaps, one day, Samantha might be able to visit her parents’ grave, but it
was a long way away.
Now, at 17, Samantha was pushing Alice even harder and the questions were getting
tougher.
Why had baby Samantha been staying with Aunt Alice when her parents died?
Why wasn’t John and Mary Parr’s death notice in the scrap book? Or any mention of
them in the newspaper clippings?
What was the address of the family home that had been destroyed?
And where, exactly, were her dead parents buried?
The more specific the questions, the more vague the answers Samantha got from her
aunt. Until there was no longer any doubt in Samantha’s mind.
The whole story about how she came to be in Humber Creek just didn’t ring true. It had
too many holes in it. Big holes.
Which left her with an awful thought. What if there was something terrible in her past?
Something better left untold. Buried.
Did she really want the truth?
At any price?
***
Scott sat up quickly as he saw the faint silhouette slide past his tent. ‘Who’s that?’
‘Who do you think it is?’ asked Lauren.
‘Where are you going?’
‘Don’t boys have bladders?’ she replied, heading for the toilet block, guided by the
single bulb over the door.
They’d found the almost deserted camping ground as it was getting dark. It was
definitely a no-frills operation, but toilets and hot showers came in the price, plus the use of a
kitchen.
Scott had thrown together a quick meal for them when they arrived. Sausages and
baked beans. Simple, but filling.
He checked his watch. It was past midnight. He sat up and rearranged the sleeping bag
which had twisted itself around him while he slept. The earth was lumpy under the ground
sheet, and he could feel rocks. He kicked himself for not bringing a sheet of foam rubber.
He saw Lauren’s shadow reappear on the tent wall.
‘I can’t sleep,’ she said. ‘I’m going for a walk. Want to come?’
‘It’s the middle of the night.’
‘Then I’ll go by myself.’
‘Hang on,’ he said. ‘I’ll come with you.’
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He dragged himself out of the sleeping bag, slipped on his jeans, and grabbed a
sweater. She’d thrown on her long coat and hat, the clothes she was wearing the night he
found her.
‘I was wondering,’ she said as they walked.
‘Wondering what?’
‘If I’m being selfish.’
‘I don’t get you.’
‘I know how important this is to you,’ said Lauren. ‘I don’t want to slow you down.’
‘You’re not slowing me down. Anyway, two heads are better than one.’
‘Let me know if you change your mind.’
‘Promise.’
Without thinking, he reached out to put his arm around her, comfort her.
‘No, Scott,’ she said, stepping away and withdrawing further inside her coat.
‘Hey, I was just...’
‘I know you were. But let’s not confuse things.’
‘Sure,’ he replied, not sure at all.
She turned back at that point and he followed, retracing his steps in silence. She left him
under the toilet block light and jogged across to the car.
Scott waited a few seconds for her to settle herself down on the back seat. He heard the
click as Lauren locked the doors from the inside.
He sighed and wondered if she’d ever let down the barriers between them. If she even
knew how to.
Or if she even wanted to.
He wandered back to his tent, thinking ahead. They were only a few hours from the
prison. From the big breakthrough he knew awaited them. In a few hours, they’d be talking to
Frank Kessler.
He had a good feeling in the pit of his stomach. This was going to be his lucky day.
He just knew it.
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Chapter Twelve
’He can’t be gone!’ said Scott.
The prison warden eyeballed him across the desk. ‘Well he is. Take my word for it.
Frank Kessler’s not here.’
The prison had taken longer to crack than St Josephs.
‘If we have problems, I could threaten to scream the place down,’ Lauren had joked on
the way up. ‘It worked with old Stoneface.’
‘That was a hospital,’ Scott had warned. ‘Try that trick in a prison and they’ll lock you up
and throw away the key.’
Instead, they’d started with the guard at the entrance and worked their way up. Slowly,
all the way to the warden’s office. Just to hear the bad news.
‘We drove all day yesterday,’ Scott told the warden, ‘and most of the morning, just to get
here.’
‘Then you had a long drive for nothing,’ said the warden.
‘When was he released?’
‘Yesterday. At noon.’
Scott slapped his leg. While he and Lauren were on the road. That meant Frank had
nearly a full day’s start on them.
‘Can you at least tell us where he went?’
‘That information is confidential.’
‘Another Elphick,’ said Lauren under her breath.
The warden frowned. ‘Pardon?’
‘Nothing,’ said Lauren. ‘Thinking out loud.’
‘We have to talk to Frank Kessler,’ said Scott. ‘It’s important.’
The warden leaned forward. ‘I’m curious. Kessler is a hardened criminal and you’re not
family. So what do you want with him?’
‘It’s a long story,’ said Scott.
The warden sat back, crossed his arms and nodded. ‘Give me the short version.’
Scott did, trying to include everything that was relevant.
‘That’s quite a story,’ said the warden as Scott finished. ‘So you think Kessler might lead
you to this missing nurse, who might then lead you to your sister?’
‘It’s a long shot, but yes.’
‘A very long shot, with a lot of ifs. What if he can’t help? Or won’t?’
‘We’ll never know unless we ask,’ said Lauren.
The warden scratched his chin, thoughtfully, and a grin flitted across his face. ‘You
know, I grew up in a big family with five sisters. Can you imagine that? We fought like cats
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and dogs, but...’
He picked up the phone.
‘Got a forwarding address for Frank Kessler?’ he asked the person on the other end.
There was a pause. ‘What?’ He cursed under his breath. ‘How long?’ Another pause. ‘Okay,
do what you can.’
Scott stared at the clock on the wall. This sounded like more bad news.
‘Not your day,’ said the warden, hanging up the receiver. ‘Our computer’s gone down.
Would you believe it?’
Scott believed it. Gary had warned him the prison computer was having problems. But
why did it have to fail now?
‘How long before it’s up again?’ asked Scott.
‘Could be back online in an hour, or a week. Sorry.’
‘I suppose we could wait,’ said Lauren.
‘I should warn you,’ said the warden. ‘A lot of our inmates give false addresses when
they’re released. They prefer to leave here and simply vanish.’
‘So Frank could be anywhere,’ said Scott.
‘Anywhere,’ said the warden, ‘but I’m willing to bet he’s back within a year. And with his
record, he’ll get life if it’s anything serious.’
Like kidnapping, thought Scott. He stared up at the clock again and considered the
options.
Assuming Frank gave the authorities a false address, hanging around the prison was a
waste of time. Time was one thing Scott didn’t have. And it could also take months for Frank
Kessler to turn up on one of Gary’s computer searches.
If the ex-con kept a low profile, he might never turn up. He could disappear - like Jane
Upton.
‘End of the trail,’ said Lauren, quietly.
‘Maybe not,’ said Scott, looking back to the warden. ‘Frank might not tell you the truth,
but he could have told someone where he was going. A friend, maybe?’
‘Frank wasn’t the sort to make a lot of friends.’
‘Didn’t he share a cell?’ Scott stopped. ‘I suppose that information’s on the computer as
well.’
‘Someone might remember,’ The warden picked up the phone again. Within minutes, he
had the information. ‘Frank Kessler spent the last five years locked up with a man called
Reuben Turner.’
Scott felt his pulse quicken. ‘Do you know him?’
‘Everyone knows Reuben. He’s part of the furniture. I think he was born in prison.’
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‘Can we talk to him?’
‘I don’t know how to tell you this, but he’s gone as well.’
‘Oh, no,’ said Lauren. ‘Not again.’
The warden grinned. ‘Relax. I do know where Reuben is.’
‘As long as it’s not on the other side of the world.’
‘Closer than that. There’s a little town about 10 minutes north of here. The first big white
house on the right as you drive in is a hostel for ex-prisoners. Reuben’s living there.’
‘Progress,’ said Scott. ‘Finally.’
‘But you didn’t hear any of this from me,’ said the warden. ‘It’s our secret.’
‘No trouble,’ said Lauren. ‘We’re getting good at this.’
***
‘I’m Reuben Turner,’ said the small man sitting alone on the hostel lounge couch,
watching a soap opera on television. He had a high, squeaky voice.
‘Who wants to know?’ he asked, not taking his eyes off the screen.
‘I’m Scott Wilson. This is my friend, Lauren Baker. We want to talk to Frank Kessler.’
‘Why?’
Reuben’s head flicked once in their direction and Scott caught a glimpse of his milky
white skin and eyes like two black dots, hidden behind thick lenses. He reminded Scott of a
laboratory mouse.
‘My twin sister disappeared when she was a baby. Frank might be able to help me track
her down.’
‘You planning to make trouble for him?’
‘We just want to find him.’
‘What was his name again?’
‘Frank Kessler.’
Reuben concentrated on the television. ‘Never heard of him.’
Scott was shocked at the blatant lie. In his world, truth counted for something. Maybe
not so much in Reuben’s world.
‘So he never told you his name,’ said Lauren, getting angry. ‘Even when you shared a
cell!’
Reuben tore himself away from the set and stared at her. ‘Who told you that?’
‘We protect our sources.’
‘And I protect my friends,’ said the ex-convict.
‘So Frank’s your friend,’ said Scott.
‘I’ve got lots of friends. Go away. I’m watching something.’
Scott felt in his pocket and took out his wallet. He hadn’t budgeted for this, but he had
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no choice. He pulled out a 20 dollar note.
Reuben seemed to have eyes in the back of his head. Without turning, he said, ‘I don’t
deal in small change.’
Scott extracted another 20.
‘Hard to tear myself away,’ said Reuben. ‘It’s my favourite.’
Scott pulled out three more twenties. ‘One hundred dollars is all I can afford. Take it or
leave it.’ He held up the money.
Reuben looked straight ahead, but his head was moving, from side to side.
‘Going once,’ said Lauren, like an auctioneer, ‘going twice, going...’
Reuben stood up and faced them. He was smaller than he looked, hardly up to Lauren’s
shoulder. ‘I remember him now,’ he said, reaching out his hand for the money.
Scott hesitated. ‘How do I know I can trust you?’
Reuben laughed, without mirth. ‘Trust is my middle name.’
Scott handed over two twenties, but withheld the rest. ‘That’s a deposit. Tell us about
Frank.’
‘Not the sort of man you’d want to meet in a dark alley.’
‘So we’ve heard,’ said Lauren.
‘He’s got a big chip on his shoulder. Especially since he got burned and lost his prettyboy looks.’
‘How did that happen?’ asked Scott.
‘In the accident.’
‘I don’t know what you’re talking about.’
‘Don’t you kids know anything?’
‘We’re not kids,’ Lauren snapped, ‘and we know some, but not enough.’
‘Well,’ said Reuben. ‘Frank had an accident. Crashed a car. No big deal, except it was a
stolen car, and he got burned. His face got the worst of it.’
Reuben laughed at his own joke. ‘Burned, get it? Burned by a stolen car.’
Scott remembered the conversation with Gary. ‘So that was the minor offence that sent
Frank back to jail. Before the prison fight and the stabbing.’
Reuben nodded, all the time eyeing the rest of the cash.
Scott said. ‘Reuben, when did Frank have the accident?’
‘I can’t remember.’
‘Do you want this money or not?’
‘One year’s much like another inside.’
Scott scratched his head. Dates could be important.
Lauren jumped in. ‘Reuben, how old were you, back then, when Frank arrived?’
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Scott smiled to himself. Two heads were better than one.
Reuben thought for a few seconds. ‘He came in the year I turned 40.’
‘How can you be sure?’
‘The kitchen staff baked me a cake and I gave a piece to Frank. I felt sorry for him. With
his burns and all. People say life begins at 40. It didn’t for me.’
For the second time, Reuben laughed alone at one of his own jokes.
‘And how old are you now?’ asked Lauren, patiently.
‘I don’t care who knows. I’m 57.’
Frank had been burned in the stolen car 17 years ago. Another piece of the puzzle, but
where exactly did it fit?
Scott took his time with the next question. This ex-con might know more than he
realised, but they had to ask the right questions.
‘Did Frank ever talk about the crash?’
‘Once or twice.’
‘Was any other vehicle involved?’
‘Nope, just his. Hit a dog and skidded out in the rain. Lucky they weren’t all killed.’
‘They? There were others in the car?’
‘Look, I don’t know...’
Scott waved the money slowly back and forward under his nose. ‘Was there anyone
else in the car?’
Reuben shrugged. ‘Maybe.’
‘Is that a yes?’
Reuben nodded.
‘Something else we didn’t know,’ said Scott.
‘No one did. Frank kept it a secret.’
‘So who was in the car with him?’ asked Lauren.
‘He wouldn’t say. Reckoned it could get him into a lot of trouble.’
‘Ever heard the name Jane Upton?’ Scott prompted. ‘How about Samantha Smith?’
‘I don’t know any names,’ said Reuben, his eyes darting nervously. ‘All I know is that
Frank said when the car crashed, they ran off and left him to fry.’
‘They? How many?’
Reuben paused. ‘Two.’
‘Are you sure it was two?’
‘Positive.’
‘Could Frank have been lying?’ asked Lauren. ‘About the others?’
‘No way. Those two were real, all right.’
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‘Could one of them have been a baby?’ asked Lauren.
Reuben looked at Scott. ‘Your twin sister?’
Scott nodded.
‘Frank never mentioned anything about ages,’ said Reuben. ‘All I know is I wouldn’t
want to be in their shoes now he’s out.’
Scott felt a chill run down his spine. ‘What does that mean?’
‘Work it out for yourself.’
‘Revenge?’
‘Call it anything you like. Frank’s carrying a lot of hate because of what happened.’
As the words sunk in, Scott realised the stakes in the hunt for Samantha had just
jumped, dramatically. Now, someone else was looking for her. Someone who’d think nothing
of killing her.
They had to pick up the old trail, and fast. ‘Where did the accident happen?’
Reuben shrugged.
‘It’s important,’ said Scott, struggling to keep his voice under control. ‘Where did it
happen?’
Reuben shrugged again. ‘If I can’t remember, I can’t remember.’
And with the prison computer down, there was no quick way for Scott to find out. He
wanted to grab Reuben by the shoulders and shake him. Samantha’s life was in danger and
all this ex-criminal could do was shrug.
Scott glanced at Lauren. She looked as frustrated as he was.
Reuben seemed to lose interest and flopped back down on the couch, reaching for the
volume control on the television. ‘I’m getting tired of this cross examination.’
‘Please,’ said Scott, ‘before you do that. If there’s anything else you could tell us...’
Reuben withdrew his hand from the set and held it out towards Scott. ‘I did my part.
Now it’s your turn.’
Scott handed over the rest of the cash. ‘And you swear you don’t know where Frank is?’
‘Cross my heart.’
Reuben no longer reminded Scott of a white mouse. Suddenly, he looked more like a
rat.
Lauren took a deep breath as they reached the street. ‘Wow, that air smells good.
Imagine being locked up in a cell with that little toad.’
Scott said, ‘I don’t know who got the worst deal. Him or Frank.’
They walked over to the car and sat on the hood.
‘It was definitely Jane and Samantha in that car with Frank,’ said Scott. ‘No doubt about
that. The timing’s perfect.’
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‘And it would explain why Frank kept it a secret,’ Lauren added. ‘Being caught in a
stolen car is one thing. Being caught with a stolen baby is another.’
‘We can’t waste any time,’ said Scott. ‘You heard Reuben. Frank’s out for revenge.
We’ve got to get to Jane and Samantha before he does.’
‘Good thinking,’ said Lauren, ‘but where do we start? I haven’t got a clue.’
‘Nor have I,’ said Scott, ‘but we’ve got to come up with something. And fast.’
***
The phone rang in The Golden Mile Motel room. Frank Kessler stopped cleaning his
nails with his flick knife and picked it up.
‘Yeah?’
The motel’s flashing neon sign threw garish light across the threadbare carpet. The
lounge contained a battered kitchen sink, a Formica table, and a pull-out bed.
He’d taken down the hanging mirror so he wouldn’t have to look at himself. He still tried
desperately to remember the way he’d once looked, before the accident. It was impossible.
He’d arrived in town that afternoon.
‘You there, Frank?’
Frank Kessler recognised the squeaky voice on the other end of the line. ‘How’d you
find me here, Reuben?’
‘I figured you’d head for Humber Creek. Knowing how you felt. I just rang around and
asked for the cheapest motel in town. The Golden Mile won hands down.’
With furnishings to match, thought Frank. But he didn’t plan to stay here any longer than
necessary.
Reuben continued, ‘The man at the desk said no one called Frank Kessler was
registered there.’
‘Do you really think I’d use my own name?’
‘No... but he had no trouble matching up my description with the new arrival in Unit Six.’
Frank’s gut churned. He could hide the other burns under clothing, but he couldn’t hide
where the skin grafts on his face had failed. His disfigured right cheek gave him a permanent
sneer.
‘Regular little detective, aren’t you?’ he told his former cellmate. ‘What do you want,
Reuben?’
‘I’ve rung to do you a favour, Frank.’
That didn’t sound like Reuben. ‘What sort of favour?’
‘I’ve got some information for you.’
‘How much?’ asked Frank.
‘How much information have I got?’
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‘No, how much will it cost me?’
Reuben laughed, which came down the line as a high-pitched squeal.
Frank scowled, but kept the annoyance out of his voice. ‘If it’s good information, I’ll
make it worth your while.’
‘Then let’s talk terms,’ said Reuben. ‘What have you got for me?’
Frank thought fast, improvising. ‘I’ve got a couple of very lucrative things planned. But
I’ll need a partner. Small risk, big profit.’
Frank knew how Reuben’s mind worked. Money was the key.
‘I’d like to be that partner,’ said Reuben.
‘I was going to ring and offer it to you,’ said Frank, the lie coming easily. ‘I’ll get back to
you with details within the week.’
Which should see him long gone from this town. All he needed was a bit of luck to pick
up the trail. A very cold trail.
‘So, Reuben, what’s the information?’
‘There are a couple of kids looking for you.’
Frank frowned. ‘This is a joke, right?’
‘No joke. They just left here.’
‘Who are they?’
‘I wrote down the names. Scott Wilson and Lauren Baker.’
Frank scratched his head. ‘Never heard of them. Did they say what they wanted?’
‘The boy was looking for his twin sister.’
Frank jumped to his feet. ‘Twin sister?’
‘Said she disappeared when she was a baby. Thought you might know where to find
her.’
Frank plunged the blade of his knife into the wooden handle of the chair. ‘How old was
the boy?’
‘Sixteen or 17.’
‘Was he blonde? Blue eyed?’
‘That’s the one. You know him?’
‘Maybe.’ Frank didn’t elaborate.
‘This is good information, right, Frank?’
‘Describe them.’
Reuben did, adding details of Scott’s car and its licence plate number.
Frank kept his voice relaxed. ‘What exactly did you tell them about me, Reuben?’
There was a slight pause. ‘Nothing, Frank. You know me.’
‘And you didn’t tell them where I was?’
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‘Of course not.’
‘Did they know about the accident?’
‘Sort of,’ said Reuben.
‘You told them, right.’
‘It’s no secret, Frank. It was in all the papers.’
‘Not everything, Reuben.’
There was a moment’s silence on the line. ‘Hey, we’re partners. You don’t think I...’
Frank sighed. Reuben had a big mouth. He’d have to deal with him when this business
was over. He didn’t want any loose ends.
And he didn’t want those kids getting to Jane or Samantha before he did.
Or did he? An idea formed.
‘Where are they now, Reuben?’
‘Their car’s still outside. Want me to warn them off?’
Frank smiled at the image. Little Reuben playing the heavy. ‘No, Reuben.’
He explained what he wanted Reuben to do. No more, no less.
‘They could be trouble.’
‘Let me be the judge of that,’ said Frank as he hung up. ‘I’ll be in touch.’
His luck was finally starting to change - for the better.
The bungled kidnapping had started a string of bad luck, which included the stabbing.
The other prisoner shouldn’t have laughed at his burned face.
The crash was still vivid in Frank’s mind. He could picture the dog, caught in the
headlights. The car, out of control, sliding into the tree. Jane grabbing the kid and the
money, leaving him trapped behind the wheel of the car as it burst into...
He broke out in a sweat. He could feel the flames licking at his skin. Smell the burning
flesh.
He closed his eyes until the memory faded. As he opened them, his gaze drifted to the
flashing motel sign. That reminded him. Tell the motel owner to keep his mouth shut.
Frank freed the knife blade from the arm of the chair and went back to cleaning his
nails.
The plan forming in his mind made perfect sense. Let Scott and his friend find Jane and
Samantha for him. They were doing okay, so far. They probably knew things he didn’t know.
Like what the baby girl looked like now she was a teenager. Maybe the brother even had a
recent photo.
It was a very smart idea, Frank decided. Let them do all the hard work. All he had to do
was follow along.
He already had a car, bought with the pittance he’d saved from working in the prison
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factory. A black sedan with heavily tinted windows. Perfect for surveillance. All he needed
now was patience. No problem.
He’d learned that in prison.
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Chapter Thirteen
‘But are you any closer?’ asked Vera.
‘Two steps forward, and one step back,’ said Scott.
He was in the phone box, around the corner from the hostel. Lauren stood outside,
propping the door open with her foot so she could hear part of the conversation.
They could have both fitted into the box with a squeeze, but Lauren had hung back. No
steps forward there, thought Scott.
Vera was saying, ‘Doesn’t anyone know where the accident happened?’
‘Reuben Turner knows more than he’s letting on, but...’
Lauren suddenly yelled and Scott spun around.
Reuben stood there, his hand frozen in mid air. ‘I only tapped you on the shoulder.’
‘Well, don’t!’ Lauren snapped, her fists clenched.
Scott said, ‘Stay on the line, Vera. We’ve got a visitor.’
He shoved his head out the door and said to Reuben. ‘If you want to use the phone,
we’ll be a few minutes yet.’
Reuben grinned and his small eyes turned into slits. ‘I don’t want to use the phone.’
‘What do you want, then?’
‘I’ve got something for you.’
‘How much will it cost us this time?’ said Lauren.
‘This one’s free,’ said Reuben. ‘I just remembered where Frank had his accident.’
***
’Watch the speed limit,’ said Lauren. They’d been driving non-stop since leaving the
prison hostel, cutting across country, heading for Humber Creek.
‘I want to be there by midnight to meet Vera’s bus.’
Despite their protests, Vera had insisted on joining the search. It made sense. Without a
decent photo of Jane Upton, they needed someone who’d recognise the ex-nurse.
‘Vera still blames herself, you know,’ said Lauren as they drove.
‘I was there when she told you. It’s crazy.’
Lauren said, ‘You know that, and I know that, but Vera still feels bad. Coming on top of
what happened to her own daughter...’
Scott nodded. ‘Cot death, wasn’t it?’
‘Yes. So, in her mind she’s lost two babies. That’s a lot of baggage to carry around. If
we can find Samantha, she’ll feel a lot better.’
‘Vera and me, both,’ said Scott.
‘I wonder...’ said Lauren.
‘Wonder what?’
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‘I’m thinking out loud. Why do you think that little slime ball, Reuben, had a sudden
change of heart?’
‘Conscience?’
Lauren snorted. ‘He couldn’t even spell it.’
‘It makes me a bit uneasy, too,’ said Scott, ‘but it’s the only lead we’ve got. And with
Frank on Samantha’s trail...’
‘We don’t know that for sure.’
‘I can feel it. In my gut.’
Lauren rubbed her stomach. ‘All I feel in my gut is hunger pangs. Can we stop and eat,
soon, or is life going to remain a series of non-stop, cross-country motor rallies?’
‘We’ll grab something if we’ve got time. To tell you the truth, I’m so wound up, I’ve lost
my appetite again.’
‘Well, I haven’t lost mine.’
‘Samantha’s nearby. I know it. We’re coming to the end of the line, Lauren.’
The end of the line. Lauren didn’t want to think about it. These had been the most
exciting few days of her life. Like having an adventure with a big brother. No, more than a
brother.
She scolded herself. She was letting down her guard and that was dangerous.
But it would come to an end. Everything did. Then what? Where would she go? Not to
any girls home, she was determined about that. Never again would she live somewhere she
didn’t want to be.
But how would she find something better? Put an advertisement in the newspaper? She
drafted one in her mind as the highway sped by.

“Sixteen year old girl, tired of nomadic existence, wants good home with
nice people who like to smile. Must be free to leave home when
necessary (education, marriage, etc), but welcome-mat must stay out.
Just like a regular family. And no creeps with roaming eyes or bad
breath.”
‘What are you looking so serious about?’ asked Scott.
‘The future,’ said Lauren. ‘Look, there’s the turnoff to Humber Creek.’
It had started to rain, and Scott concentrated on the road. So did Lauren, who failed to
spot the black sedan sitting beside the road with its lights off.
As the rain got heavier, neither of them noticed the car pull out and trail them into town.
***
‘I’ve missed you two,’ said Vera as she climbed down from the bus.
‘We’ve only been gone one night,’ said Scott.
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‘Tell me. How did the camping go?’
‘Great,’ said Scott, ‘if you like sleeping on rocks.’
‘It’s been a long ride,’ said Vera. ‘Where are we staying tonight?’
Scott shrugged. ‘We’ve only arrived ourselves.’
‘He’s preoccupied,’ Lauren explained. ‘I had to force him to stop for something to eat.’
Scott said to Vera, ‘You’re welcome to share the car with Lauren.’
Vera grinned. ‘At my age? And in this rain? Give me a break. Let’s book into a motel.’
‘We don’t know how much longer this search will take,’ said Scott. ‘My budget...’
‘No, my budget,’ said Vera. ‘This is my treat.’
Scott started to protest, but she hushed him up.
‘You’re not the only person with a stake in all this. I’m not talking about the Hilton. Just
somewhere cheap where the roof doesn’t leak.’
‘We passed a motel on the way into town,’ Lauren said to Scott. ‘What was the name of
it?’
‘The one with the big flashing sign,’ said Scott. ‘I remember. The Golden Mile.’
***
The owner was pleased to get the business, but unhappy at the late hour.
‘Two bedrooms or one?’
Vera paused. ‘What’s in the one bedroom?’
‘Two single beds. There’s a foldout divan in the lounge.’
‘Fine,’ said Vera. ‘We’re used to sharing.’
‘There’s a fridge in the unit. Carton of milk inside. Want breakfast as well?’
‘Why not?’ said Vera.
‘Sign here,’ said the owner, sliding across the key. ‘Unit Five.’
Scott parked the car and they let themselves into the unit. None of them saw the black
sedan that slid into the parking space beside them.
***
‘Yuck,’ said Scott, pulling the metal food warmers off the breakfast tray. ‘These eggs are
cold. So is the bacon.’
‘Which is about one degree hotter than the shower,’ said Vera. ‘I’ll admit it’s no palace,
but it’s cheap and it’s a base to work from.’
‘We can’t stay here for long, even at these prices.’
Vera held up her hand. ‘Listen to that rain on the roof. I vote we spend at least one more
night. My treat again.’
‘But...’
‘But, nothing. Scott, you can pitch your pup tent on the lawn if you like, but Lauren and I
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are staying indoors.’
Scott had drawn the foldout divan. It wasn’t great, but it was a hundred times more
comfortable than the sleeping bag on the ground.
‘I’ll pay you back,’ he told Vera.
‘You’ll pay me back by finding Samantha.’
They’d risen early, showered and dressed.
‘What’s the plan?’ Lauren asked.
‘The high school,’ said Scott, ‘then the town newspaper.’
‘What’s the use of going to the high school? We don’t even know what Samantha looks
like.’
‘It won’t hurt to take a look. We might get lucky.’
‘What about Frank?’ asked Lauren.
Vera said, ‘We don’t even know if he’s in town, but if his face is as bad as everyone tells
us, he can hardly hide.’
‘We need to keep an eye out for him,’ said Scott, ‘but we also need to concentrate on
finding Jane Upton. She could be the key to unravelling this mystery.’
‘And if she’s not in Humber Creek?’ said Lauren. ‘Which is possible after all this time.’
‘Then...’ Scott let the sentence hang. ‘Then, we’ll move to “Plan B”.’
‘Which is?’
‘The one we move to when “Plan A” fails.’
Vera grabbed her purse and pulled out copies of Jane’s old photo, the one the
newspapers had used when she disappeared. ‘I brought these. For what they’re worth.’
‘You knew her,’ said Scott, examining the picture. ‘Did she look anything like this in
person?’
‘Not really,’ said Vera. ‘But it’s all we’ve got.’
‘How should we search?’ Lauren asked as she picked at the congealing food. ‘Split up?’
Scott said, ‘Vera’s still got the best chance of spotting Jane if she’s here. I say we stick
together where we can.’
‘Right,’ said Lauren. ‘The old “three heads are better than two” principle.’
‘Something like that,’ said Scott.
Vera said, ‘I’d still be happier if I knew where Frank was.’
‘You two get yourselves ready while I go and talk to the motel owner,’ said Scott. ‘In the
movies, those guys know everything about everyone.’
‘Frank Kessler?’ The owner took a few seconds before adding, ‘No, never heard of him.’
‘Forty something,’ said Scott. ‘Big burn scars on one cheek.’
The man ran one hand around the rim of his collar. Scott noticed that the collar was
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nearly as worn as the motel carpet.
‘Sorry,’ said the owner. ‘Never seen anyone around here answers that description.’
‘Please tell me if you do see him,’ said Scott, ‘but don’t let on I’m looking for him.’
As Scott headed back to collect Lauren and Vera, he failed to notice the eye peering
through a slit in the curtains of the unit next door to theirs. Unit Six.
The unit with the black sedan parked outside.
***
’I still think this is a waste of time,’ said Lauren.
They were parked outside Humber Creek High School, studying the faces pouring
through the main gate.
Lauren added, ‘We don’t even know what we’re looking for.’
‘A female version of me,’ said Scott.
Vera chuckled from the back seat. ‘It doesn’t work that way.’
‘We are twins,’ said Scott.
‘Other things come into the equation,’ said Vera. ‘Like environment. Samantha could
have grown up to be shorter than you, or taller, or fatter, or thinner...’
Lauren could see dozens of girls, all Samantha’s age. Some of them were gorgeous.
She looked at Scott. ‘It’s just an excuse for you to perv at every girl in Humber Creek
High.’
As the bell rang, two latecomers arrived in a hurry. One was short and stocky. She had
pretty long blonde hair. Scott sat up in his seat.
‘Look,’ he said. ‘That one. That could be Samantha.’
‘So could any number of girls in this school,’ said Vera.
‘What do you propose to do?’ Lauren asked him. ‘Go up to her and say, “Are you,
Samantha”?’
‘Why not?’
Lauren snorted. ‘You’re not thinking straight. There’s no way she’d still have her real
name.’
Scott opened his mouth and closed it again. ‘Okay. You win. For now.’
‘Let’s stick with finding Jane,’ said Vera. ‘Even if Samantha’s moved away, Jane might
have a recent photo of her, or something else which we can use to help find her.’
Scott started the engine. ‘Don’t you think that blonde looks a bit like me?’
‘She’s got bigger breasts,’ said Lauren, glancing at him.
Scott put the car into gear. ‘Are you jealous?’
‘Why should I be jealous?’
Lauren saw he was distracted by the blonde girl’s friend. A tall, willowy redhead.
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Scott said, ‘Now there’s something to be jealous of.’
Lauren dug him in the ribs, pleased that the blow made him grunt.
***
’This makes more sense,’ said Lauren as they sat in the offices of the “Humber Creek
Sentinel” watching the microfilm flashing by.
‘We’re getting there,’ said Scott, as they found newspapers for the right year.
‘Probably no big deal in its day,’ said Vera. ‘How much coverage does a stolen car get?’
Scott stopped the machine and pointed. ‘In this case, plenty.’
There, on the screen, was the story they were looking for. Page one, dated two days
after Samantha disappeared.
FIRE DRILL SAVES DRIVER.
The drill was a pre-dawn civil defence exercise involving local volunteer fire fighters.
They’d been attending a mock accident when they heard the crash around the bend. A car
had hit a dog, run off the road, and smashed into a tree.
The practice drill had quickly turned into a real emergency as the volunteers dragged
out the only occupant of the car, moments before the car burst into flames, turning it into a
pile of molten metal.
The driver had been lucky to survive, but suffered severe burns to his body and face.
He’d been admitted to hospital, under police supervision. Enquiries showed the car had
been reported stolen from Lansville a few days earlier.
Scott pointed at the screen again. ‘And look where the civil defence practice was being
held.’
Lauren shook her head in disbelief. ‘Outside The Golden Mile Motel.’
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Chapter Fourteen
‘I want to come, too,’ said Vera.
‘You can’t,’ said Scott, driving into the motel and pulling up outside their unit. ‘We have
to split up for this one.’
‘You don’t fit our cover story,’ said Lauren, smiling.
‘You mean, I’m too old.’
Scott kept a straight face. ‘Only for this.’
He and Lauren would pretend to be local high school students, doing a project on road
accidents and why they happened. That would give them an excuse to knock on doors and
talk to people near the crash site.
‘What do I do while you’re doing that?’ asked Vera.
Scott suggested, ‘Chat up the motel owner. He might know something. Especially if he’s
been here for a while.’
‘What’s my cover story?’
‘You could pretend to be a reporter, too,’ said Lauren.
‘For what?’ asked Vera. ‘“Wrinkles” magazine?’
‘This isn’t going to take long,’ said Lauren after a few minutes’ exploration.
There were only two buildings close to the motel. A small cottage, and a house. Both
were around the back of the motel, but well hidden behind a thick hedge. And separated
from each other by a row of trees.
‘Heads or tails,’ said Scott, flipping an imaginary coin as they walked down the path
shared by the two homes, and which passed through a gap in the hedge.
‘Heads,’ said Lauren.
‘Tails,’ said Scott. ‘The cottage first.’
He knocked several times before the door was partly opened by an elderly woman,
wearing glasses. She left the door on its safety chain as he introduced himself and Lauren
and gave the woman their cover story.
‘And you say you’re both high school students?’ the woman asked through the crack.
‘Yes,’ said Scott. ‘And you are...?’
‘Miss Underwood,’ she said, slowly taking off the chain and beckoning them in. ‘Excuse
me for being cautious, but I like to be careful. There are some strange people out there.’
And we’ve met some of them in the last few days, Scott thought as he stepped through
the door and into her small front room. Tiny, but tidy.
As they all sat down, Scott realised the woman was probably younger than she looked.
More ill, than old.
‘Our project is looking at the worst road accidents over the last 20 years,’ said Scott.
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‘Have you lived here all of that time?’
‘Most of it.’
‘We’re hoping to find people who have actually witnessed some of these smashes.
That’ll give our project more impact.’
Lauren pulled out a photocopy of the Sentinel front page story. ‘Did you witness this
one, by any chance? It happened almost on your doorstep.’
Miss Underwood took the page and read it. ‘Sorry. I don’t think I was living here at the
time.’
‘Are you sure?’ asked Scott. ‘There’s a date on the story.’
The woman stared hard at the paper. ‘No, I’m sure. This was about six months before I
bought the cottage.’
Scott tried not to sound too disappointed. ‘It was a big story in its day.’
‘And a spectacular fire,’ said Lauren. ‘Just across the road and up around the bend.’
Scott glanced in the direction of the house next door, which he could see through the
row of trees. ‘Were your neighbours here when you moved in?’
The woman hesitated, then nodded. ‘I think so.’
‘They might have seen the accident. We should talk to them, as well.’
‘You can’t at the moment,’ said Miss Underwood. ‘They’re… away on holiday.’
‘When are they due back?’
‘Why don’t you leave me your phone number? I’ll ask them, and if they remember
anything, I’ll let you know.’
That could take time they didn’t have. And Scott’s current phone number was the motel
out front. If she rang that, it would blow the cover story.
‘It’s okay, Miss Underwood, we’ll come back another day.’
‘Very well,’ said the woman. ‘Now, if that’s all...’
She stood up, signalling the interview was at an end. The effort seemed to cause her a
lot of pain, which she couldn’t hide.
‘What do you think is wrong with her?’ Lauren asked Scott as they headed away from
the cottage.
‘I don’t know,’ he replied, ‘but she’s wrong about the neighbours. There’s someone
home next door. I just saw the curtains move. Let’s check it out.’
Lauren shuddered a few minutes later as they stood at the front door of the house. ‘I
wouldn’t want to live here. Too spooky.’
Scott’s knock was answered by a big man with a child-like face and curly red hair. Scott
introduced himself and Lauren, but the man stood, unmoved, staring at them.
Scott repeated his cover story. When he finished, the man just grunted.
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‘Can we come in and talk to you?’
The man grunted again, but didn’t move.
Lauren pulled Scott aside. ‘He can’t talk. Looks like he has some kind of disability.’
Scott tried again, speaking slowly. ‘Is there anyone else at home?’
The big man grunted a third time and slammed the door on them.
‘I guess that means no,’ said Scott as they retraced their steps down the shared path
and back through the gap in the hedge.
As they turned into the car park, a school bus stopped outside the motel.
Neither of them saw the passenger who got off.
***
Samantha walked slowly up the path. She wondered what Aunt Alice would say when
she saw it. But that didn’t matter anymore. It was too late.
She was still thinking of her aunt’s possible reaction as she walked through the gap in
the hedge.
She didn’t see the figure waiting for her, hidden by the branches.
***
‘No luck for us,’ said Scott as he and Lauren met Vera outside their unit. He explained
about the sick woman in the cottage and the strange man in the big house.
Lauren said, ‘We’ll try the house again tomorrow.’
‘I didn’t find anything useful either,’ said Vera.
‘But you did talk to the motel owner?’
‘Oh, yes. He was a bit suspicious at first, but when I told him I was looking for a missing
woman, he seemed to relax.’
Lauren said, ‘And you showed him Jane’s photo?’
Vera nodded. ‘Nothing.’
‘Did he even remember the crash?’
‘Yes, he did. He even feels a bit guilty about it. Thinks the dog that caused it might have
been his Labrador. Vanished that night. Never came home, and never seen again.’
Lauren asked, ‘Where to from here?’
‘Back into town,’ said Scott, walking over to the car and sliding in behind the driver’s
seat.
As Vera and Lauren climbed in and slammed their doors, Scott turned the ignition key.
That activated the radio. For a few seconds, until Lauren turned it down, a blast of loud rock
music filled the car.
Loud enough to drown the scream from behind the hedge.
***
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Samantha felt the man’s hand over her eyes, pulling her backwards. She screamed,
once, and tried to pry loose his fingers, but his free arm wrapped itself around her waist,
lifting her off the ground.
The movement unbalanced him and, as they fell, Samantha twisted to one side,
wriggling out of his grasp.
He landed heavily, but she quickly bounced back to her feet.
He followed a few seconds later, circling her, like a wrestler, looking for an opening.
She stood her ground. ‘Norman! Stop it.’
He stopped, his face a mask. As always, she didn’t have a clue to what was going on
inside his head. No one did.
‘Norman,’ she said again, trying not to sound too angry. ‘I’m not a little girl anymore. I’m
too old for these rough and tumble games.’
They’d played them for years, while Samantha was growing up. For all their difference
in size, he’d never hurt her and usually let her win. Even so, she was always aware of his
strength.
Now Norman’s mask slipped. Like a little boy, his bottom lip began to quiver.
She took pity. ‘We’ll play the game some other time, Norman, but not now. I’ve got too
many other things on my mind.’
As she stepped towards him to take his arm, a puzzled look crossed his face.
She laughed. ‘Of course. This is the first time you’ve seen it.’
As they walked side by side down the path, she spotted her next door neighbour,
coming through the trees towards them. Lately the woman had become very drawn and sick.
She was looking worse every day.
‘Samantha! What on earth have you done to your hair?’
‘Miss Underwood, meet the world’s newest redhead.’
Samantha had slipped out of the house early that morning and dyed it at Carol’s place
before school. They’d misjudged the time, and almost been late for class. Carol was too
conservative to ever dye her own long blonde hair.
‘What do you think?’ asked Samantha. ‘Even my own mother wouldn’t recognise me.’
It was meant as a joke, but Miss Underwood didn’t laugh. ‘I think it’s... different.’
Some of Samantha’s school friends thought she was crazy. The other group thought
she looked stunning. Miss Underwood seemed to be in the first group.
Samantha said, ‘Aunt Alice will be home soon if you’re looking for her.’
‘No, dear, I wanted to talk to you.’
As always, Samantha noticed Miss Underwood keeping one eye on Norman. She
always seemed uncomfortable when Norman was around.
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The neighbour asked, ‘Did you talk to those two young people who just left here?’
‘No. I didn’t see anyone. Why?’
‘Nothing,’ said the neighbour as she started to cough.
‘What does the doctor say?’
Miss Underwood didn’t reply. She refused to discuss her health with anyone.
‘I’ll survive,’ Miss Underwood said finally, as the coughing eased. She pulled a small
packet from her pocket and handed it over. ‘I thought you’d like to see these.’
‘More photos of me,’ said Samantha, scanning them and holding them up for Norman to
see. ‘When are you going to stop?’ Miss Underwood already had an album, full to the brim
with photos of Samantha. A pictorial history of her life.
‘Don’t deny me my few small pleasures.’
Miss Underwood had no children of her own. No family at all. She always kept to
herself.
Samantha handed back the photos. ‘Anything I can do for you? Groceries, maybe?’
Since her neighbour had been unwell, Samantha had taken to running errands.
‘No, thank you, Samantha, I’m going to walk down to the store later and get a few
things.’
‘Please, let me...’
Miss Underwood shook her head. ‘It’s only a short walk. And the fresh air will help me
think.’
Samantha nodded. No use arguing. ‘Wait for the scream when Aunt Alice sees my hair.’
Her neighbour studied the brightly coloured mane. ‘It’s growing on me. I could even get
to like it. I know one thing. No one would recognise you.’
***
‘It’s getting dark,’ said Lauren.
‘One day down,’ said Scott. ‘This could take forever.’
They sat with Vera on a park bench beside the Humber Creek War Memorial. None of
them took any notice of the black sedan parked further along the road.
Vera said, ‘My feet are hurting.’
‘I vote for one more drive around town,’ said Lauren, ‘then back to the motel for dinner.’
‘Not if it’s like their breakfast,’ said Scott. ‘Tonight, I’ll cook.’
‘More baked beans and sausages?’ asked Lauren.
‘No. We’ll stop at that store down the road from the motel and pick up a frozen pizza.’
‘The complete male cook,’ said Lauren.
Twenty minutes later, after another fruitless drive around the town centre, Scott pulled
up outside the store. ‘Won’t be a minute,’ he told them.
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‘Get some ice cream, as well,’ said Lauren. ‘Double chocolate.’
Scott jogged across the road and almost collided with another customer on the way out.
It took a few seconds to recognise her in the gloom. The woman from the cottage. What was
her name again?
‘Sorry,’ said Scott, standing aside.
The woman glanced at him, without any glimmer of recognition, then turned away and
headed off into the darkness. He finally remembered her name. Miss Underwood.
Scott was leaning over the freezer chest with an Italian Special pizza in his hand when
Lauren came running into the store to get him.
‘Drop that and come with me.’
‘What’s wrong?’
‘That woman we talked to today. The one you almost ran into when you came in.’
‘Miss Underwood?’
‘No. Jane Upton!’
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Chapter Fifteen
‘I can’t believe it,’ said Vera. ‘Jane’s only my age, but she looks old enough to be my
mother.’
Scott drove slowly, keeping Jane Upton in sight, but not getting close enough to alert
her.
‘At least we won’t lose her,’ said Scott. ‘We know where she lives.’
‘This is bizarre,’ said Lauren. ‘There we were, out scouting the streets, and all the time
she was living behind the hedge.’
Scott said, ‘Which means she knew a lot about that crash. She was in it. And she never
let on.’
‘Upton to Underwood,’ said Vera. ‘People often do that. Keep their old initials when they
change their names.’
Jane disappeared up the path beside the motel and through the gap in the hedge.
Scott drove in and parked outside their unit. As they got out of the car, the black sedan
belonging to the guest in Unit Six pulled up alongside.
The windscreen and windows were heavily tinted, making it impossible to see inside.
The driver made no move to get out.
‘How do we handle this?’ asked Lauren.
Scott said, ‘You and I will go back and pretend we have more questions about the
survey. Vera, you stay hidden until Jane opens the door.’
‘Okay,’ said Vera.
‘What if she tries to run for it?’ asked Lauren.
‘You’ve seen her,’ said Scott. ‘Her running days are over.’
For the second time that day, Scott and Lauren headed for the cottage. Vera stayed well
back, out of sight, watchful.
Someone else stayed further back, watching all of them.
***
From her kitchen window, Jane Upton watched the two teenagers approach. Even in the
gloom, she recognised them from their earlier visit, but their names eluded her. She’d just
taken more pain killers and they tended to dull her brain.
She’d been so preoccupied at the store, she’d almost run into the boy, but pretended
not to recognise him. She didn’t want to restart their earlier conversation.
Now they were back. Why? Not to ask more questions about Frank’s car crash, she
prayed silently. Had she left her purse behind at the store? Maybe they were returning it.
She cursed her stupidity and checked her shopping bag. The purse was still there.
What other reason could they have for being here after dark?
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She had a sick feeling in the pit of her stomach as she heard their knock.
She walked through to the front room and called, ‘What do you want?’ from behind the
closed door. If she stayed calm, maybe they’d go away.
‘It’s important, Miss Underwood,’ said the boy. ‘Can we come in?’
‘No. I don’t like visitors at night. Please go away.’
It was the girl’s turn. ‘Miss Underwood, we have to talk.’
‘I have nothing more to say to you.’
The boy called, ‘We’ll go away and leave you alone if you’ll just tell us one thing.’
‘What?’
‘Where’s Samantha?’
This time Jane felt her heart stop. Her breath caught in her chest. The sick feeling in her
stomach turned to gut wrenching pain. She felt as if she’d been punched.
Now another voice joined in. ‘Jane, Jane, open up. It’s me.’
She recognised the voice. Vera Mason.
Jane Upton’s shoulders slumped. Her carefully stage-managed world was about to
come crashing around her ears and there was nothing she could do to stop it. She’d feared
this day, always hoping that it would never happen.
She slipped the chain off the front door and threw it open.
‘I’ve come for my sister,’ said the boy.
***
’I thought Frank would find me first,’ said Jane Upton as she took the cup of tea Vera
handed her. ‘Where is he now?’
‘We don’t know,’ said Scott. ‘But we do know he was released from prison a couple of
days ago. We think he might have headed here, to Humber Creek. That means you’re in
danger.’
‘If he finds me.’
‘We found you.’
Jane shrugged. ‘It’s a bit late for Frank to hurt me now. I’m dying of cancer.’
‘How long have you got?’ said Vera, quietly.
‘I won’t see another Christmas,’ said Jane.
Scott didn’t want to rush the sick woman, but now he was so close, he couldn’t keep the
question bottled up. ‘Where’s Samantha?’
Jane stared at him and Scott could see the pain in her eyes. ‘I can’t tell you.’
‘But...’
Jane held up her hand. ‘This has all come as a big shock. I’ve got to do what’s right for
Samantha. I need time to think.’
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‘But she is alive?’
‘Safe and well,’ said Jane.
‘Is she still here? In Humber Creek?’
Jane nodded.
‘You can’t do this to me,’ said Scott, trying to control his sudden anger. He was so close.
It wasn’t fair to make him wait a second longer.
‘I swore to protect her,’ said Jane.
‘Protect her,’ Scott blurted out. ‘You kidnapped her!’
Even as he said it, he regretted it. Recriminations would do no good.
‘At least you don’t have to worry about Frank hurting her,’ he said in a gentler voice.
‘Tell us where she is and we’ll protect her.’
‘I’d still like to sleep on it.’
‘No...’
‘It’s not your decision,’ said Jane.
Scott realised her body might be sick, but her spirit was strong. He made a conscious
effort to stay calm. ‘When will you decide?’
‘Come back tomorrow morning.’
Scott paced backwards and forwards in the small front room, bottling up his emotions. ‘I
still don’t even know what she looks like.’
He spotted a thick photo album lying on a table. ‘Have you got some photos of her?’
Scott took a step towards the album, but Jane got there first and snatched it up.
‘Then you do have photos,’ said Scott.
Jane stared at him. ‘Not now.’
‘We’ll come back in the morning, as you suggested,’ said Vera, taking Scott’s arm and
guiding him towards the door.
‘Why can’t I see just one photo?’ said Scott.
Jane stood in the doorway, the photo album wrapped tightly in her arms. ‘If I decide to
tell you where she is, you can see all of them.’
As they headed back down the path to the motel, Scott offered up a silent prayer.
Please don’t let Jane Upton die overnight. Not without telling them where Samantha was.
None of them saw the guest from Unit Six, watching, hidden by the hedge.
***
Scott spent his second and worst night on the foldout divan.
When he fell into a deep sleep near dawn, his dreams were filled with Samantha. He
was behind a one way mirror and she was locked in a prison cell, pounding on the walls,
begging to be released.
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Scott kept yelling at her to turn around, but when she did, her face was hidden by
masses of long blonde hair.
Then the prison door burst open. A man with burning hair stood there. His eyes had
their own blaze - hate - and he carried a razor-sharp sword. With one hand he grabbed
Samantha and threw her to the ground. As he raised the sword, she lifted her head.
In slow motion, the hair that covered her face started to fall away as the sword
descended. Scott was about to see his sister’s face. If the sword didn’t get there first.
He screamed, charging at the mirror that separated them. He heard the glass breaking
as he crashed through, his body taking flight as he lunged at the weapon.
His fingers hit metal, ripping the sword out of the man’s hands as he crashed to the
ground.
‘Scott!’ yelled a girl’s voice, but it wasn’t Samantha. Scott looked up as Lauren stared
down at him.
He lay on the carpet, his hands strangling the stem of his bedside lamp, fragments of
the broken water jug all around him.
‘Bad dream, huh?’ said Lauren, as she grabbed a towel and mopped up the mess.
Scott sat up. ‘I saw Samantha. Frank was about to cut her head off. But I saw her.’
Vera entered. ‘What did she look like?’
‘Her face was hidden, but I recognised the blonde hair.’ He jumped up. ‘Look at that
clock. It’s almost morning.’
Lauren followed his gaze. ‘Four am is not nearly morning. It’s still the middle of the
night.’
‘I couldn’t go back to sleep now,’ said Scott.
‘Nor could I,’ said Vera.
Lauren gave in. ‘Three strong coffees coming up.’
As the sun finally rose, Scott checked his watch for the hundredth time. ‘Let’s go.’
They’d cancelled the motel’s regular greasy cooked breakfast and instead ordered rolls
and toast and jam.
Scott gave up after one bite. He was so tense, he felt close to throwing up. He was
almost there. In the next 10 minutes, he might finally know his sister’s new identity, see her
picture, hear her story, maybe phone her and make plans to meet.
If Jane chose to tell him the truth. He hoped she’d had a good night’s sleep.
‘Jane doesn’t seem to be up, yet,’ said Vera, as they approached the cottage and saw
the curtains were still drawn.
Out of the corner of his eye, Scott glimpsed a girl’s face at the window of the house next
door. He took a second look.
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It was the stunning redhead he’d seen at the local high school.
Lauren saw what he was looking at and dug him in the ribs. ‘Pay attention.’
As they got closer to the cottage, Scott realised something else. The front door was
slightly ajar.
‘Something’s wrong,’ he said. ‘You two wait here.’ He sprinted forward and gripped the
door handle.
‘Careful, Scott,’ said Lauren behind him.
He held up his hand for her to be silent as warning bells went off in his head. Someone
could be waiting for him behind the door. Someone like Frank Kessler. What did that mean
for Jane?
Scott eased open the door. The safety chain had been ripped from the wooden
surrounds. He stepped into the front room, his eyes taking a few seconds to adjust to the
gloom.
This was the only room he’d been in. It was now a shambles. He pulled open a curtain
and a shaft of light burst through. Every piece of furniture had been overturned. Every seat
cushion slashed. Someone had used a sharp blade.
‘Hello?’ he called, the adrenalin pumping. ‘It’s me. Scott. Scott Wilson.’
No reply. Picking his way through the mess, Scott tried the door at the back of the room.
It opened easily and he stepped into the tiny kitchen. Same shambles. Drawers dragged out
and emptied.
One door off the kitchen stood ajar. The bathroom. He checked. The medicine cupboard
was ransacked, its contents scattered over the floor and in the bath.
That left one door to check. The bedroom. He gingerly pushed it open and stepped
inside.
On the carpet, lying in a pool of blood, was Jane.
‘Vera!’ yelled Scott.
The former charge nurse rushed in, pushed Scott aside, and knelt by her former
colleague. ‘She’s still breathing.’
‘What happened?’ cried Lauren, pushing into the room with them.
‘She’s been beaten up,’ said Vera. ‘Grab some towels. Quick.’
The blood flowed from a vicious scalp wound and Jane’s nose had been broken. Both
eyes were black. She moaned and tried to sit up, but Vera gently pushed her back.
‘You stay put,’ said Vera. ‘We’re calling an ambulance.’ Scott was already dialling.
‘No guesses who did this,’ he said, as he waited for the emergency operator to answer.
He gave the location of the cottage, and hung up.
‘Was it Frank?’ Vera asked Jane who nodded.
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‘When did it happen?’ asked Scott.
Jane started to answer, coughing up blood as she did. ‘Just before you arrived. He...
thought he’d... killed me.’
‘Where did he go?’
Jane coughed again. ‘Samantha.’
The scenario they’d feared. Frank’s revenge, starting with Jane.
‘Did you tell him where she was?’ asked Scott.
Jane shook her head, anger in her voice, despite the pain. ‘I’d... die first.’ Her voice was
getting weaker by the second.
‘Then tell us where she is,’ said Scott, kneeling down on the floor beside her. ‘We can
protect her.’
Jane’s eyes glazed over. ‘She’s... she’s...’
Her eyes closed and her head flopped back.
‘Is she dead?’ cried Lauren.
Vera quickly checked Jane’s pulse. ‘No, she’s still breathing.’
‘I’ve got to get to Samantha before Frank does,’ said Scott, desperation growing in his
voice.
‘But where is she?’ cried Lauren. ‘And what does she look like?’
‘Jane’s photograph album,’ said Scott, suddenly remembering. ‘Let’s find it.’
While Vera stayed with Jane, Scott and Lauren frantically searched the trashed cottage
from top to bottom. The album had gone.
‘That means Frank knows what she looks like,’ said Scott. ‘He’ll get to her first.’
Something attracted his attention, sticking out from under an overturned chair. A photo!
It must have dropped out of the album.
He swooped and picked it up. It showed an older woman and a pretty little blonde girl.
‘Look at this,’ he called to Lauren. He turned it over. On the back was written,
“Samantha, 4th birthday”.
She’d kept the name. She was still Samantha!
After 17 years, he’d finally seen his missing sister. But the photo was so old, he still
wouldn’t recognise her and the woman in the picture was a stranger to him.
In the distance, he could hear the sound of approaching sirens.
‘You two stay here with Jane,’ he told Vera and Lauren. ‘Tell the police about Frank.’
‘Forget it,’ said Lauren. ‘Vera doesn’t need me, but you might. Where do we start?’
‘The motel owner. He might recognise this woman with Samantha.’
The sirens were getting closer as Scott and Lauren sprinted through the gap in the
hedge and into the motel reception area.
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‘Do you know the people in this picture?’ Scott demanded without explanation.
The owner backed away. ‘What is this? Why the panic?’
‘This little girl is now 17. She’s going to be dead, very soon, if we don’t find her.’
The owner was sweating. ‘So that’s what he wanted.’
‘Who wanted?’
‘The man in the unit next to you.’
Scott’s heart missed a beat. ‘What did he look like?’
‘He... had a badly burned face.’
Scott wanted to leap across the counter and punch the owner in the mouth. ‘You told
me you didn’t know anyone who looked like that!’
‘He threatened me. I was scared.’
‘Where is he now?’
‘You just missed him.’
‘And he had a photo album with him.’
‘Yes, but how did you...’
‘Later. Did you recognise the girl in the album?’ Scott thrust the picture he’d found under
the owner’s nose. ‘This girl, but grown up.’
‘Of course, I recognised her.’
‘Do you know where she lives?’
‘How could I not know?’
‘What does that mean?”
The man stuck his grimy finger on the photo. ‘That woman is Alice Parr. The girl lives
with her.’
Scott was shaking as he asked, ‘Where?’
‘In the house out back. Next to the cottage.’
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Chapter Sixteen
Frank tried the handle on the front door, but it was locked. He knocked and a big man,
with curly hair, answered. Frank thought the guy had a funny look on his face. He quickly
weighed up his options.
He could drop the guy, using the knife in his pocket and barge in, but that would be
stupid if Samantha wasn’t there. Whatever he did, he’d have to hurry. Someone would soon
discover Jane’s body next door.
He’d intended to use the knife on her, but she’d died first from the beating. She’d looked
old and haggard. No match for Frank and his hatred. Lucky for him, unlucky for her, the
cottage was so private no one heard her cries for help.
Frank took another look at the man blocking the doorway. Worth asking.
‘I’m looking for Samantha. Is she home?’
The man grunted and Frank suddenly realised he was only about 50 cents in the dollar.
If that.
‘Samantha,’ said Frank, lifting his voice. ‘Where’s Samantha?’
The man looked at him blankly, but Frank caught a glimpse of someone else coming
down the corridor. Too old for Samantha.
‘Who is it, Norman?’ She eyed Frank up and down. ‘Why do you want to see
Samantha?’
Frank could see the barriers going up. ‘Who are you?’ he asked.
‘I’m Alice Parr. Samantha’s Aunt.’
Frank knew that if he started getting rough now, and Samantha was in the house, she
might flee out the back door. He had to find out if she was home or not.
‘Samantha,’ he yelled. ‘Samantha, are you in there?’
‘Stop yelling,’ Alice commanded. ‘This is my house and...’
A gorgeous redheaded girl appeared from a back room and walked down the hallway
towards him. ‘I’m Samantha.’
Frank saw the look of fear in the older woman’s eyes.
‘Samantha,’ she said, ‘go to your room and lock the door.’
‘But, Aunt Alice...’
‘Do it!’ yelled Alice, panic in her voice.
Samantha turned to flee, but Frank moved first. His fist rammed into Alice’s face,
dropping her like a stone while his shoulder drove into Norman’s stomach. Norman was big,
but unprepared.
As Norman started to fold, Frank jumped past him and lunged at the girl.
Samantha screamed, and tried to retreat, tripping as she back-pedalled. Frank lunged
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again, the knife now in his hand, aiming for her throat.
A huge hand caught him mid-stride and Norman dragged him back, away from the girl
and towards the door. Frank spun around and plunged the knife into Norman’s ribs. He felt
the blade sink in and Norman let go.
Samantha had regained her feet, and raced for a door at the end of the hallway. Frank
took off after her.
She managed to get the door partly closed, but Frank threw his shoulder against it and it
burst open, sending Samantha flying back against the kitchen sink.
Alice and Norman stumbled into the kitchen after him, but too late. Frank had Samantha
by her long hair, her head pulled up, holding the knife to her pale throat.
‘Stay back!’ said Frank. ‘I’ve waited a long time for this.’
Scott was already sprinting for the house out the back of the motel.
‘Stop!’ yelled Lauren. ‘The police are almost here.’
The sirens told him it was true. He had no idea what he’d find inside the big house, but
he couldn’t stop. Not now. Even if Frank was inside. He’d kill the ex-con with his bare hands
before he’d let him hurt his sister.
All this time he’d been looking for a blonde, and Samantha had dyed her hair red. That
girl he’d seen at the local high school was really his missing twin.
The front door to the house was open and without breaking step, Scott burst into the
hallway. Lauren followed, but he spun and tried to push her back.
‘Don’t come in,’ he told her, not prepared to risk her life as well.
The carpet was wet with blood. Whose blood? Was it Samantha’s? Was he too late?
After all these years, would five minutes be the difference between life and death for his
sister?
The blood formed a trail leading to a door at the end of the hallway.
‘Scott,’ Lauren whispered. ‘Something terrible has happened here. We have to wait for
the police.’
His mind was too focused. All he could see was Samantha. He ran the last few steps,
wrenched the door handle and burst into the kitchen.
Frank Kessler stood there. It couldn’t be anyone else. Not with that face. His knife
gleamed wickedly against Samantha’s skin.
Scott froze. He was vaguely aware that Lauren hadn’t followed him in.
The big, disabled man who’d answered the door the day before lay on the floor,
bleeding and moaning. The older woman in the photo knelt over him, crying, ‘Norman,
Norman.’ Samantha’s Aunt Alice.
‘Let her go, Frank,’ said Scott, advancing further into the room.
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‘Ah, the brave knight, come to rescue the damsel in distress.’
‘I’m her brother.’
‘I know that. You’re Scott Wilson.’
How could Frank know his name? The answer came in a flash. Reuben. He’d tipped
Frank off.
‘You were waiting for us,’ said Scott. ‘You followed us.’
Frank laughed. ‘You led me to Jane. Her photos led me to your sister.’
The sirens had stopped. ‘The police are here,’ said Scott. ‘It’s over, Frank.’
Frank’s burned flesh became a grotesque mask. ‘It’s not over until the girl dies. I’ve
waited a long time for this.’
Scott took a step forward, but the ex-con tightened his grip on Samantha’s hair and
swung her around, keeping her body in front of him as a shield.
‘Don’t do it!’ Scott yelled.
‘Sorry, Scott,’ said Frank. ‘Not much of a family reunion for you. One down, and one to
go. Jane’s already paid for what she did to me.’
‘Wrong, Frank!’
Suddenly Jane stood in the doorway, battered and bleeding, supported on each side by
Lauren and Vera. ‘I didn’t survive all this time to be killed by a loser like you.’
Frank’s knife hand wavered. It was enough.
Scott launched himself, grabbed Frank’s wrist with both hands and hung on. Samantha
tried to pull away, but Frank hauled on her hair, forcing her to her knees.
As she went down she lashed out at his legs. The blow connected, he let go of her hair
and she rolled away.
That left Frank’s arm free and he unleashed a vicious barrage of blows to Scott’s head
and face. Scott held on to the knife hand for all he was worth, desperately trying to stay
upright.
More blows landed. Scott weakened. Any second, he’d go down for the count.
Then Norman forced himself to his feet, holding his punctured side and, with a roar,
launched himself across the room. Frank saw it coming and sidestepped, but it opened him
up. Like a boxer who’d let down his guard.
Scott reacted. Using all his remaining strength and anger, he drove his knee into
Frank’s groin. Frank yelled and the knife dropped from his hand. He doubled over and
collapsed on the floor.
A new voice cut in. ‘Police! Freeze!’
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Chapter Seventeen
How could she answer it? The cop was asking Lauren where she lived. Nowhere was
the real answer, but that would mean a girls home. Never.
‘It’s a simple enough question,’ he asked her again. ‘Where do you live, Miss Baker?’
Lauren looked away, trying to come up with an answer that would satisfy him. Whatever
happened now, she realised this really was the end of the road. Scott had found his sister.
Now it was time for her to hit the road again and chase her own dreams.
She was going to miss Scott. And Vera.
Jane and Norman had been rushed to hospital. Alice, her cheek smashed by Frank’s
punch, had gone with them. Scott was in the hallway, an icepack against his head, talking to
another cop. Vera sat on the sofa, behind Lauren, listening.
‘Is there something wrong with your hearing?’ said the cop, snapping Lauren back to the
present.
Vera climbed to her feet. ‘Can Lauren and I have a minute or two alone?
‘Maybe she’ll tell you where she lives.’
‘Maybe,’ said Vera.
‘Okay,’ said the cop. ‘I’ll be in the hall.’
As he left, Vera told Lauren, ‘You can’t stall them forever. They’ll find out eventually.’
‘I don’t want to go to any girls home,’ said Lauren. ‘I’ll run away if they try and send me
there.’
‘Tell me something,’ said Vera. ‘You had the chance to run off before the police arrived.
But you stayed. Why?’
Lauren looked Vera straight in the eye. ‘Scott needed me. I couldn’t desert him.’
She’d spent her whole life avoiding intimacy, keeping her distance. Now she’d broken
her own rule and let her guard down. And look what happened. Trouble. But it was worth it.
‘I think I understand,’ said Vera, then called the cop back into the room.
‘Got an address for me?’ said the officer, pulling out his notebook.
‘Yes,’ said Vera. ‘She lives with me.’ Vera gave him her address in Lansville.
He glared at Lauren as he flipped his notebook closed. ‘Why didn’t you tell me this in the
first place?’
Lauren shrugged. ‘I don’t know.’
The cop glared at her and marched out.
Lauren turned to Vera. ‘I really don’t know.’
Vera smiled. ‘I’m getting sick of my own company.’
Lauren suddenly understood. Vera was offering her somewhere to stay. Like a foster
home. Short term. Passing through.
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‘What about the authorities?’ Lauren asked.
‘They’ll see sense. And if they don’t, we’ll bang a few heads together until they do.’
‘Thanks,’ said Lauren. ‘Even a few days...’
‘Pardon?’
‘I said a few days...’
Vera’s smile widened. ‘You don’t get it, do you? I’m not talking about days or weeks. I’m
talking about something more permanent.’
Lauren opened her mouth, but nothing came out.
Vera’s smile faded a notch. ‘That’s... that’s if you want to come and live with me.’
Lauren stared at her. ‘I... I...’
‘I haven’t got a big apartment, as you know, but my pyjamas fit you. Kind of. And you
like my colour scheme. Don’t you?’
Lauren had her back to him as Scott walked into the room.
Vera leaned forward and whispered to her, ‘And I’m sure we could find room for any
friends who wanted to come and visit.’
‘What’s going on?’ asked Scott.
Lauren spun around and threw both arms around his neck.
It was then he felt the dampness of the tears, flowing down her cheeks.
***
Scott stood outside Samantha’s bedroom door. He hadn’t spoken to her since the fight
with Frank. He’d been too busy answering questions from the police and hearing Lauren’s
good news.
There was really only one thing left to do. That was get to know his sister.
He’d noticed Samantha comforting Alice before the ambulance arrived. They’d been
whispering quietly to each other. They’d both been crying.
Not surprising, thought Scott. Samantha had been through hell. But he was here now.
Ready to pick up the pieces, sweep away 17 years of separation and become the brother
she’d never known.
His head still hurt from Frank’s pounding, and one eye was partly closed, but at least the
throbbing pain in his head had stopped. He knocked on her bedroom door.
‘Go away,’ she yelled.
He paused, uncertain, then smiled. She didn’t realise it was him.
‘It’s me. Scott.’
‘I know it’s you. Go away!’
The throbbing in his head came back with a vengeance. What was going on? This
wasn’t the way he’d planned it. Something must have happened. Something he didn’t know
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about. He turned the handle and pushed open the door.
She’d was lying face down on the bed, her head buried in the pillow. She looked up and
stared him straight in the eye.
‘I told you to go away.’ Her voice shook. ‘This is my bedroom. Get out!’
‘But, Samantha, I’m...’
‘An intruder,’ she screamed at him.
Scott went numb. ‘What is this? I didn’t expect...’
‘What did you expect?’
‘I gave up everything to find you.’
‘Well, no one asked you to.’
‘But, I thought...’
‘You thought you could barge into my life, say, “I’m here, sister”, and I’d fall on my knees
in gratitude?’
Scott stood, looking at her, speechless.
Samantha said, ‘Who even asked you to come here?’
Scott struggled to find the words. ‘I thought... I thought you’d want to know the truth
about your past, as much as I did.’
‘The truth is you’ve destroyed my family!’
Now Scott got angry. ‘If I hadn’t turned up, you’d be dead by now.’
‘You heard that madman. You led him right to us.’
‘Frank would have found you eventually,’ Scott protested. ‘At least you’re alive.’
‘But you’ve killed Aunt Alice.’
‘What are you talking about? She walked to the ambulance. She’ll be okay.’
‘You don’t understand.’
Scott walked over to the bed and slumped down on the end. ‘You’re right. I don’t
understand. Tell me everything. Slowly.’
‘It’s about Norman.’
‘What about him?’
‘He killed someone.’
Before the ambulance took her away, Alice had explained to Samantha how Norman
found her as a baby in the woods. Explained about finding the blood and, soon after, finding
the newly dug grave behind the shed.
‘That’s when Aunt Alice started locking Norman up at nights,’ she told him. ‘She was
scared he might kill again.’
‘Who does your aunt think is buried in that grave?’
‘The nurse who stole me from the hospital.’
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‘But, don’t you see, Samantha? It can’t be her. That nurse was Jane Upton.’
Samantha looked at him blankly.
Scott said, ‘You know her as Miss Underwood.’
It took a second to dawn. ‘Miss Underwood?’ said Samantha. ‘But she’s still alive.’
‘That’s right. So it’s not her in that grave.’
‘But Norman buried someone there!’ said Samantha, her voice rising in anger and
panic. ‘They’ll lock him up for life, in an institution. We have to keep it a secret.’
‘No!’
‘You’d sacrifice Norman? For what?’
‘The truth. That’s all I’ve wanted since this hunt began.’
Samantha jumped up. ‘Listen to me. If you tell the police, I never want to see you again
as long as I live!’
In the background, Scott could hear the last of the patrol cars departing.
‘Then I’ll have to do this on my own,’ he said, running out of her room.
***
It had started raining again, mixing with Scott’s sweat as he dragged the last of the
rocks off the patch of ground behind the shed. Covering it with rocks was smart. Stop
animals digging it up.
Which he was about to do.
The rain got heavier as his shovel sliced into the earth. Suddenly he was aware of
someone watching him. He stopped and looked up.
It was Samantha. She stood there, the rain quickly matting her long red hair. For the first
time he noticed her eyes. Ice-blue. His eyes. Their mother’s eyes.
She said, ‘I need to know the truth as well.’
He dug faster, the rain beating a tattoo on the earth.
As he got deeper, the sweat flowed more freely. Not all of the sweat was from the
digging. There was the sweat of fear. Fear of what he would find.
His shovel hit something hard.
Samantha said, ‘What is it, Scott?’
He wasn’t the only one who was scared. He could hear the fear in her voice.
He bent down and, using his hands, scraped the last of the dirt away. ‘It’s a bone,’ he
said, examining it.
She gasped. ‘Scott, you were right. We can’t hide this. We’ll have to call the police.’
‘Not yet,’ he said. ‘There’s something else I need to find before I call anyone.’
He kept digging. Then he found it. The thing that made it certain beyond any shadow of
a doubt.
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He pushed his fingers into the dirt and worked it loose. As he stood up, Samantha saw
what he had in his hands and screamed.
It was a skull.
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Chapter Eighteen
Alice lay in the hospital bed, her face pale beneath the bruising. ‘All those years,’ she
told them. ‘All those years it hung over me like a ghost. I was terrified of what was in that
grave.’
Yes,’ said Scott. ‘And now we finally know what was buried behind your shed. A dog.’
Samantha said, ‘And you realised that when you found that first bone?’
He nodded. ‘That’s why I kept digging. To find the skull.’
‘Where did the dog come from?’ asked Alice.
‘The motel,’ said Scott. ‘It was the owner’s missing Labrador. His name and address
were on the collar.’
‘I remember that dog,’ said Alice. ‘It used to spend most of its time over at our place with
Norman. Always following him around.’
Scott said, ‘When Norman found the dead animal after the accident, he brought it home
for burial.’
‘Samantha’s bracelet must have fallen out of Norman’s pocket,’ said Alice, quietly,
through swollen lips. ‘When I found it on top of the grave, I jumped to the wrong conclusion.’
They were all silent for a moment, then Scott said, ‘I’m sorry, Mrs Parr.’
‘Sorry for what?’
‘For all the pain I’ve caused your family.’
Alice stretched out her hand and touched his arm. ‘You’re not to blame. We’ve all
suffered because of my lies.’
Scott suddenly thought of Harvey and Barbara Wilson.
Samantha took Alice’s hand. ‘You only did what you thought was right.’
Exactly what Lauren said about the Wilsons.
Alice closed her eyes. ‘If anything happens to me...’
‘Nothing will,’ said Samantha.
‘That’s for the police to decide. But, if anything does...?’
‘Don’t worry,’ said Samantha. ‘I’ll make sure Norman’s looked after.’
Alice’s eyes remained closed, but her face relaxed. ‘I’d like to sleep now, if you don’t
mind. I’m very tired.’
Scott took his sister’s arm and led her out into the corridor.
Jane Upton had confessed her part in the original crime, and what had happened since.
When she regained consciousness in the woods, and found Samantha gone, she’d
headed for the house through the trees. Through a window, she’d spotted Alice nursing
Samantha with Norman standing guard.
Fearing the police were on the way, Jane used the pouring rain to cover her exit and
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hitched a ride on a passing truck. She was bruised and bleeding, but told the sympathetic
driver she was fleeing a brutal husband.
In the next town she went undercover, dyed and cut her hair, added spectacles, bought
new clothes. And waited for the announcement that Samantha had been found.
The only story she saw was about Frank’s car crash and his jail sentence. Later, Jane
drifted back into Humber Creek and discovered Samantha was still with Alice.
She couldn’t snatch the baby back, not with Norman around, but she’d also sworn to
watch over the girl and protect her. She decided the best way to do that was to stay close.
She’d quit drinking and bought the empty cottage next door, using the money she’d
taken from Frank.
Jane had lived in fear that Frank would come back and try to track them down, but she
wouldn’t leave Samantha.
At least now he was no further threat to anyone. Frank would go back to prison for life.
This time he’d never get out.
It was also clear Jane would never stand trial. The cancer was too far advanced.
‘While we’re here, I’d like to visit Norman,’ said Samantha.
‘You go ahead,’ said Scott. ‘I’ve got a couple of phone calls to make.’
He found a phone and made the easier call first. When Gary answered, the first words
Scott said, were, ‘I’ve found her.’
‘Samantha?’
‘Yes.’
Scott explained, then added. ‘And I’m already planning that date I promised you.’
‘Who with?’
‘It’s a secret. Be patient.’
He hadn’t asked Samantha yet, but he was sure she wouldn’t refuse. Gary was warm,
witty, intelligent. He thought his sister would appreciate those features.
Gary would be the envy of every boy in school. He’d get them together one weekend.
When Lauren was in town.
Now for the second call. He dialled another familiar number. ‘Hello.’ It was Barbara
Wilson on the other end.
‘Hello,’ said Scott, trying to sound calm.
‘Scott? Scott? Is that you?’
‘It’s me.’
He heard her cover the receiver and call for Harvey. Within seconds, he picked up the
extension.
‘How are you, son?’ asked Harvey.
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‘Okay.’
‘We’ve been worried sick about you,’ said Barbara. ‘Where are you? What’s been
happening?’
Scott told them, briefly.
‘We’re so happy for you,’ said Harvey. ‘And we can’t wait to meet your sister.’
Barbara and Harvey were genuinely delighted. Scott could hear it in their voices. Like
Alice, they’d done the wrong thing, but with the best of intentions.
There was an awkward pause on the line. ‘When are you coming home, Scott?’ asked
Harvey.
‘Give me a couple of days.’
‘Whenever you’re ready,’ said Barbara.
‘Thanks... Mum. You too, Dad.’
As he hung up the phone, his hands were shaking.
He finally knew for certain who he was, and where he belonged.
Scott turned around and went looking for Samantha.

The End
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